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1 Executive Summary  

This deliverable aims to report the field trials of LL5 (Multi-LL) UCs, including the use case (UC) creation, planning, 
preparation, experiment status, findings and lessons learned during the Cycle 1 and Cycle 2. In alignment with 
tasks T7.1 and T7.2 in the 5G-SOLUTIONS Grant Agreement (GA) and the feedback from the project reviews, the 
deliverable document provides the details on the following topics:  

• The definition and creation of MLL UCs, i.e., how LL1 – LL4 UCs are combined to create MLL UCs. Four 
Types are defined to classify the combinations. A pragmatic approach is used to define, create, develop, 
and experiment MLL UCs, i.e., by starting with simpler Type II and Type III and then transferring the 
knowledge to study Type IV, which is the ultimate target.  

• The principles of creating MLL UCs, considering the special features of MLL. Different from LL1 – LL4 
which have defined a set of UCs in the proposal, LL5 (or MLL) did not have well-defined UCs. Before Task 
7.1 (MLL execution) executes the field trials of MLL UCs, a sub-task is needed to create and prepare MLL 
UCs, including the principles that guide how LL1-LL4 UCs could be combined into MLL UCs. Given the 
high dependence on LL1 – LL4, the target of T7.1 is to create MLL UCs gradually and continuously 
throughout the 5G-SOLUTIONS project time, in accordance with the maturity of relevant LL1 – LL4 UCs. 
In the end of Cycle 2, MLL creates five UCs (one UC is on hold).  

• The methodology of executing and validating MLL UCs. Although MLL UCs are built from LL1 – LL4 UCs 
and can be executed in the same ICT-17 facilities as LL1 – LL4, the execution complexity is higher than 
LL1 – LL4, due to additional requirements caused by the combination of LL1 – LL4 UCs, especially with 
respect to management and coordination. Furthermore, the performance metrics of MLL UCs are more 
than the target KPIs pre-defined by each involved LL1 – LL4 UCs. The combination of LL1 – LL4 UCs 
introduces extra dynamics and uncertainties, which result in KPIs that are hard to predict and guarantee 
by using conventional mechanisms. New KPIs are defined to capture the characteristics of different 
combinations and reflect the corresponding impact on the performance. Besides, new approaches will 
be needed to improve/assure the predefined target KPIs through a continuous and iterative validation 
process.  

• The business value and societal impact analysis of MLL UCs. The main concerns for vertical UCs are to 
ensure their target KPIs, regardless of whether the UCs run in a single LL or MLL context. In other words, 
the major differentiator for MLL lies in the values and benefits for network operators and 
communications service providers that interface the vertical UC customers directly. The business value 
analysis starts with the identification of pain points for operators and service providers. One key finding 
is the necessity to split the role of network operators and communication service providers since they 
have different value propositions. The ultimate target is to define business KPIs specific for MLL, which 
can be used to address and resolve the pain points.  

• The description and performance evaluation of the newly defined MLL UCs and corresponding trials. 
Each UC describes the motivation, the objectives, and potential (business) values, as well as the 
experiment setup and preparation.  Each UC reflects different aspects of the MLL and thus create their 
own values. It is acknowledged that some UCs may not be realistic or incentive for key players and thus 
should be pivoted accordingly. These lessons are valuable for us to plan the next steps and even create 
new MLL UCs in the future.   
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2 Introduction  

5G allows the creation of logical networks on top of a shared common physical infrastructure via network slicing 
and thus provides Network-as-a-Service (NaaS). With network slicing, 5G is capable of provisioning multiple 
network services concurrently whereas each network service can provision for single or multiple vertical use 
cases (UCs), with specific service level agreement (SLA). The way of supporting multiple vertical UCs varies with 
the requirements of UCs. In one case, only a single UC is operated on the available infrastructure in production, 
which is equivalent to the private network alternatives. On the other hand, deploying many UCs on the shared 
infrastructures and services without prioritization and support of their specific requirements, is simply a 
continuation of 4G with shared spectrum, base stations, and network resources. In LL5 (Multi-LL), we aim to 
achieve an optimal balance between these two extreme cases and take advantages of the 5G’s capability to scale 
for customized UCs and customized NaaS instances without raising costs, which brings great business values to 
the network operators (NOP) and communications service providers (CSP). 

In MLL, various MLL UCs and scenarios will be created to explore the capability of 5G networks to concurrently 
support multiple UCs with contracted, managed, and guaranteed SLAs through single or multiple network slices. 
The expected outcomes include i) a practical guideline on how to create MLL UCs from LL1 – LL4 UCs in a cost-
efficiency way for both UCs and NOP/CSPs; ii) SLAs that can be supported by NOP or CSP to multiple vertical UCs 
concurrently under the specified combinations; iii) business models that create and bundle vertical services 
based on the NaaS model in the MLL manner. The MLL trials are designed to measure the performance of 
individual UCs in the MLL context and provide insight on how the performance can be improved. Besides, 
qualitative analysis is conducted to understand the values and challenges of MLL for NOP/CSPs.  

 

2.1 Mapping Projects’ Outputs  

D7.3C can be mapped to the 5G-SOLUTIONS GA in the following table:  

Project GA 
component 
title 

Project GA component outline Respective 
document 
chapter(s) 

Justification  

TASKS 

Task 7.1 The main objective of this task is to conduct 
concurrently field trials from a combination 
of UCs from LL1-LL4. The purpose is to 
demonstrate and capture evidence through 
the relevant performance KPIs that slicing, 
and virtualisation are (i) capable of 
successfully managing multi-domain 
resources, (ii) are in line with such concurrent 
performance requirements and (iii) that 
there is no interference between vertical use 
cases in the presence of concurrent usage of 
resources. The use cases will be executed in 
the same ICT-17 facilities as in LL1-LL4. The 
performance of each use case will be 
measured in detail and benchmarked 
according to the pre-defined target KPIs. 

Section 6 Detailed description of 
MLL UCs, including the 
motivation, objectives, 
experiment setup and 
preparation, experiment 
executions and results (if 
any), as well as further 
planning.  
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Task 7.2 The purpose of this task includes three 
aspects. First of all, the performance of each 
use case will be evaluated, particularly from 
the KPI perspective to illustrate how current 
5G capabilities can be leveraged for different 
applications in each use case. Secondly, 
according to the results received from each 
use case in every agile-based iteration, 
provide requirements and suggestions to 
further improve both functional and non-
functional capabilities of 5G facilities. 
Following that, each use case will be further 
evaluated to reflect the latest improvement 
of the 5G infrastructure from the application 
perspective. This task will also provide and 
establish systematic feedback loops to WP1-
WP3, for continuous refinement. Results will 
be analysed both quantitively and 
quantifiably. Conclusions and 
recommendations will be drawn including 
recommendations for further trial 
validations. When possible, the impact of 5G 
deployment will be also analysed so to 
potentially allow operators to evaluate their 
5G network deployment scope, pattern and 
duration. Throughout the validation testing 
period, knowledge and findings will be 
documented in deliverable D7.3 together 
with evaluation reporting and impact 
assessment for the LL, and extracting lessons 
learned for internal dissemination among the 
consortium, capacity building and external 
dissemination as appropriate. 

Section  

 

Proposition of a series of 
principles to create and 
model MLL use cases, 
particularly with 
considerations of 5G 
networks and 
deployment impacts 
from the operator’s 
perspective.  

Proposition of MLL 
validation methodology, 
in alignment with the 
aspect on requirements 
and suggestions to 
further improve 5G 
facilities.  

Business analysis that 
reveals the pain points, 
challenges, and values for 
operators and service 
providers to support MLL 
use cases.  

 

 

 

 

DELIVERABLE 

D7.3C LL performance evaluation and lessons learned  

Interim reports per testing cycle, containing a critical evaluation and findings from the LL, 
lessons learned, the degree the KPIs have been met and suggestions for improvements.  

 

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure  

This deliverable reports on both the trial status of MLL UCs but also the performance evaluation and lessons 
learned from the planning, preparation, and execution of MLL UCs. Moreover, it also contains MLL-specific 
validation methodology, modeling, and business value analysis. Specifically, Section 3 proposes a MLL UC 
classification model to categorize the combinations of UCs. To highlight the difference and potential values of 
each category type, we define “slice” at different levels to reflect the fact that different actors may have different 
definitions and interpretations of slicing. Section 4 systematically summarizes the MLL validation methodology, 
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with highlights of the differences from the general validation methodology. Section 5 proposes a MLL UC 
modeling approach, starting from the challenges in the design and optimization of MLL UCs. Several design 
principles are created, accompanied by the related challenges and research questions to be addressed in future. 
Following these principles, a design template is developed to guide the creation of MLL UCs, i.e., how multiple 
UCs could be combined into a single MLL UC. Accordingly, five MLL UCs are created from existing LL1 – LL4 UCs, 
based on the feasibility and maturity of these UCs. Before moving into the detailed descriptions of MLL UC trials 
and executions, Section 6 is dedicated to a comprehensive business value analysis, including the pain points, the 
actor roles, the business KPIs, and the benefits. This analysis is particularly valuable for network operators and 
service providers to capture the key advantages of offering MLL-based services but also be prepared for the 
potential challenges. Then the created MLL UCs are described in Section 7. For each UC, we analyze the 
motivation and values, followed by the experiment results and lessons learned.  Section 8 summarizes the MLL 
UC field trial status and concludes the deliverable with a general plan on next steps in Cycle 3 trials and potential 
research topics on business analysis and MLL modeling.  
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3 Multi-Living Lab Characterization  

This section aims to characterize the MLL UCs from the definition to the classification. These aspects are relevant 
both for technical assessment and the business and societal evaluations  

3.1 MLL Use Case Definition 

The 5G-SOLUTIONS project identified 20 use cases (UCs) in LL1 to LL4.  Each UC in the LLs is designed according 
to specific requirements, as well as it is deployed, executed and assessed in a specific facility infrastructure (e.g. 
5G-EVE, 5G-VINNI) and with its own requirements and performance indicators (e.g. bandwidth, latency, 
connectivity density). In LL1 – LL4, each UC runs in a stand-alone way, i.e., isolated from other UCs (e.g., a facility 
schedules to run several UCs sequentially). Therefore, their performance requirement is tested without 
interference from other UCs. Accordingly, the pains and value propositions of each UC are assessed individually. 

In practice, it is unlikely that mobile operators (MNOs) and/or communications service providers (CSPs) operate 
the 5G network to server only one UC at a time. For the benefits of MNO and CSP, multiple UCs will run 
concurrently and are no longer isolated from each other. However, running multiple UCs at the same time within 
one network is challenging when these UCs impose highly various KPI requirements. In order to provision 5G 
network services for multiple UCs and meet their KPI requirements concurrently, the NOP may need to create 
multiple network slices and/or application slices, which are defined below:  

Network Slice (by 3GPP): a logical network that provides specific network 
capabilities and network characteristics, composed of RAN, CN, and TN. An E2E 

network slice may span over both 3GPP and non-3GPP domains.  

 

Application Slice: a logical network that can serve applications with specific 
QoS/SLA requirements.    

In 5G-SOLUTIONS, a 3GPP-complied network slice has its own CN functions, such as 
AMF/UPF/SMF/UDR/UDM/PCF in the standalone (SA) 5G Core (5GC) or MME/HSS/SGW/PGW in the non-
standalone (NSA) CN. On the other hand, an application slice is a way of separating application services and not 
necessarily mapped to a network slice. For example, an application slice could be achieved by APN (access point 
name) which is assigned with different QCI (QoS class identifier) values within a single network slice to 
differentiate and prioritize traffic flows of multiple applications in the network slice. In other words, application 
slices can be created on top of the network slice to further isolate and differentiate application services, as shown 
in Figure 1. Note that the mapping between the application slice and the network slice could be: one-to-one (i.e., 
one application slice is equivalent to one network slice) or many-to-one (i.e., one network slice can create 
multiple APNs to support multiple application slices, like in 3G and 4G). In Figure 1, network slice 1 is consumed 
by 3 application slices (APN1, APN2 and APN3).  
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Figure 1: Definition of slices in 5G-SOLUTIONS 

  

As a result, a MLL UC can be defined as follows:   

The MLL Use Case is a composition of one or more LL UCs and/ slices.  

The composition of LL UCs allows to build more complex scenarios, where the UCs and slices can interact with 
each other in various ways and thus create different dynamics. This new concept opens new opportunities for 
satisfying a wider set of needs. How 5G networks are built up to serve the MLL use cases might potentially provide 
new features, different from what was originally designed by considering each single composing use case. 
Nevertheless, regardless of how a UC is served, in a standalone way or a MLL, their KPIs should always be met, 
the major impact of MLL is on MNOs and CSPs, which are responsible for providing the slicing services.  

In the beginning of 5G-SOLUTIONS, it is unclear whether MLL is always beneficial for MNOs or not. Therefore, 
the main objectives of the WP7 are two-fold, i.e., to find out: 

1. Whether MLL can benefit actors like MNOs and verticals; 
 

2. How MLL can benefit actors MNOs and verticals.  

As we progressed throughout the 5G-SOLUTIONS project, it became clear that the both challenges above are 
related to how a MLL UC is created, i.e., how UCs from LL1 – LL4 are combined into a new MLL UC. Since one key 
element of MLL is slice, we propose a MLL UC classification framework in the following (Figure 2).  

Infrastructure Slice 
(Virtual)

Network Slice 1

AMF SMF UPF AUSFUDRUDM PCFURF

Network Slice 2

AMF SMF UPF AUSFUDRUDM PCFURF

NSSF
Network Slice

Application Slice APN 1 APN 2 APN 3
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Figure 2: MLL UC Classification Model (note: Slice in this mode is referred to network slice) 

In general, a MLL UC can be defined into one of four types as summarized in Table 1:  

Type  No. of Network 
Slices 

No. of UCs Description  

I 1 1 A network slice is fully dedicated to single UC, e.g., in a 
private network 

II 1 Many (N) A network slice is shared by multiple vertical UCs, e.g., 
commercial mobile broadband shared by multiple 
consumers (multimedia and transportation verticals). 
Intra-slice isolation mechanisms are needed to isolate 
and different UC applications to meet their KPI 
requirements.   

III Many (M) 1 One vertical UC demands multiple network slices to 
serve different applications, e.g., a defense UC requires 
a fully isolated URLLC slice with encrypted 
communications for highly secure military operations 
and a commercial eMBB slice for daily communications. 

IV Many (M) Many (N) Multiple network slices are created to serve multiple 
UCs. To enable scalable and cost-efficient 5G rollout, 
the number of network slices should be generally less 
than the number of UCs.   

Table 1: MLL UC Classification Model 

Note that the ultimate target for MNOs is to create MLL UCs of Type IV, which will admit more UCs into the 5G 
network for a given number of network slices. In other words, Type IV is the cost-efficient MLL mode we are 
targeting at and consequently new business targets and models should be developed and exploited on this basis. 
However, Type IV is challenged by both scalability and cost-efficiency. To address these challenges, we need to 
answer the following questions:  
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Q1: How many network slices (M) should be created to serve N UCs concurrently?  

 

Q2: How are N UCs allocated into the M network slices to maximize the cost efficiency while meeting the KPI 
requirements of all N UCs?  

 

Due to the complexity of Type IV MLL UC and the constraints of the 5G facilities to support Type IV MLL UCs, we 
take a pragmatic approach to start the MLL exploration with Type II and Type III, which pave the way for 
understanding Type IV UCs. More specifically,  

• Type II will provide insight on how to isolate UCs within one network slice to optimize the tradeoff 
between the cost efficiency (via slice sharing) and performance isolation. This type MLL UC will benefit 
from a lower price by sharing one network slice with other UCs, under the conditions that the KPI 
performance requirements are met, which will be facilitated by proper isolation techniques. This, 
however, in turn, raises design and operational challenges for MNOs. The MNOs must balance customer 
requirements and network operation and cost efficiency due to, inter-alia: i) potential interferences 
among concurrent UCs; ii) needs for fitting different required conditions of each composing UC and 
shared resource provided by the facility infrastructure; iii) definition of trade-off among required and 
available capabilities, performances and quality of services (QoS). Note that the same challenges and 
requirements for UC isolation and slice sharing exist in Type IV. Thus, the acquired knowledge and 
learnings can be transferred to Type IV in the future.   

• Type III will provide insight on how to create multiple network slices for a single UC. Intuitively, it is not 
at the best interest of MNOs to create multiple network slices for one UC alone, due to the high cost of 
deployment, operation, and maintenance of a network slice. However, since these network slices belong 
to the same UC, the MNOs can take advantages and explore low-level resource sharing (e.g., network 
function (NF) sharing)) to reduce the cost. For example, these network slices can share the control plane 
(CP) NFs and only isolate the data plane (DP) NFs (e.g., UPF in the 5G SA). Again, this feature also appears 
in Type IV, especially when the UC does not necessarily require all these network slices to be fully isolated 
from other UCs. Then, the learnings of Type III MLL UCs can be transferred to benefit Type IV UCs in the 
future.  

It is worth noting that MLL is not always beneficial. There may be combinations which result in higher costs of 
deployment, operations, or maintenance than the potential benefits. Then these types of combinations should 
be ruled out in the future MLL UC creation for MNO operations. However, without any prior knowledge and 
experience, it is difficult to determine whether a combination (or a MLL UC) is valuable or not. Therefore, WP7 
is devoted to evaluating and experiment various combinations and produce guidelines on which types of 
combinations could create (more) values for MNOs and/or other actors.  

The values to be evaluated include those for both MNOs and verticals. Simply speaking, the values can be 
evaluated by the financial costs paid by each actor, which can be linked to the MLL combination types as in Figure 
3. All the four MLL UC types can be defined with a certain isolation level and sharing level (e.g., resource sharing, 
NF sharing, and slice sharing). These levels can be converted into the business values for either operators or 
verticals. For instance, the higher the isolation level, the more costly for operators to deploy the UCs. On the 
other hand, the higher the sharing level, the more economic for verticals to pay the services with lower price. 
Naturally, the isolation level is inversely proportional to the sharing level and directly proportional to the 
performance guarantee of KPIs. Therefore, the overall values for a specific MLL UC rely on how well the interest 
of MNOs and verticals are balanced.  

In summary, we use the MLL UC classification model to define and create MLL UCs and refer to the relationship 
in Figure 3 to evaluate the values of these MLL UCs in the following sections.  
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Figure 3: The relationship between values and UC creations in MLL  

3.2 Guidance for MLL Creation and Classification   

The four types of MLL UCs and the corresponding value relationship proposed in Section 3.1 can be used to guide 
the vertical UC deployment for MNOs. Specifically,  

• Type I and III: UC owners pay for the dedicated network slice. Strict SLAs can be contracted between the 
MNOs and UC owners. The deployment process and service management are relatively simple for MNOs 
as all resources are dedicated. Manual deployment and operations are acceptable, like in the 4G 
network. These types of MLL are usually popular for verticals with special service requirements (e.g., 
PPDR, healthcare) and can afford to pay high prices since the cost for vertical UCs could be too high to 
be tolerated by small business.  

• Type II: the UC owners pay less by sharing one slice with other UCs. One consequence is the lower level 
of SLAs for UCs due to the inherited competition caused by resource sharing. On the other hand, the 
MNOs also need to deploy more complex and/or advanced service management and isolation solutions 
to differentiate and prioritize multiple UCs running concurrently, e.g., APN used in the 4G network. This 
type of MLL is more popular for SMEs which can tolerate a certain level of service degradation, in 
exchange of lowered service prices. Note that automation is preferred but not necessary when there is 
only one network slice.  

• Type IV: most UC owners pay less due to the sharing (with different levels) and MNOs can improve the 
operational cost efficiency by controlling the overall number of network slices to be fewer than the 
number of UCs. In other words, this type is beneficial for all actors (MNOs and vertical UCs), but at the 
cost of increased complexity, especially for the MNOs who need to i) utilize more advanced isolation 
solutions to guarantee SLAs within the sharing framework; ii) deploy automation solutions to manage 
many network slices and UCs at the same time. Although this type is the most desired one, its 
implementation is limited by the maturity of available isolation mechanisms and automation 
technologies.  

Therefore, a decision process, illustrated in Figure 4, is developed to guide how a MLL UC could be created and 
classified into the four types of Figure 2.  

Sharing Level 

Isolation Level

Operator cost 

Vertical cost 
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Figure 4: Decision tree for creating and classifying a MLL UC 

The creation of MLL UCs also depends on the analysis of LL1 – LL4 UCs. For example, by analysing the 20 UCs in 
LL1 – LL4, it is observed that only nine of them (i.e. 45%) use a pure network slice type, i.e. eMMB, mMTC or 
uRLLC whereas the majority (i.e. 55%) needs a mix of network slice types in order to enable the capabilities and 
ensure performances and constraints (Figure 6). This observation highlights that UCs might in practice need a 
more flexible network as they cannot be strictly positioned in the ITU service class triangle. One implication is to 
explore more into the Type III, in which a UC can subscribe to multiple network slices concurrently and experience 
a combined service with characteristics of two or more network slices.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Analysis of LL1 - LL4 UCs 
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4 MLL Validation Methodology and Requirements  

MLL is different from LL1 – LL4 in several aspects. First, LL1 – LL4 have defined UCs during the proposal writing 
period whereas the MLL does not have pre-defined UCs. In principle, MLL UCs are combinations of LL1 – LL4 UCs 
which will run concurrently without interfering each other. However, in practice, there are many ways to 
combine LL1 – LL4 UCs, leading to highly varying and probably unpredicted performance. 

Second, LL1 – LL4 focuses on the performance of the vertical services (e.g., in the form of network KPIs and 
application KPIs perceived by their customers and end users) whereas the MLL is more interested in the 
performance of NOP and CSP. In theory, running multiple UCs concurrently should not impact the performance 
of each individual UC. Therefore, all the MLL UCSs under test should produce the same KPIs for each individual 
constituent UCs selected from LL1-LL4. What differentiates MLL from LL1-LL4 lies in the impact on and the 
performance of NOP and SP while combining these UCs or slices. Therefore, MLL will mainly explore 5G and 
network slicing from the NOP and CSP perspective. Particularly, there are two types of KPIs considered in MLL: 

• Baseline KPIs: the KPIs defined by individual constituent UCs in LL1 – LL4. These KPIs should be 
guaranteed regardless of whether the UCs are executed in LL1 – LL4 or in MLL, i.e., without or with 
running concurrent UCs or slices. In other words, these KPIs are agnostic to the LL deployment. 

• MLL-specific KPIs: the KPIs specific to MLL operations and executions, related to the impact of running 
concurrent UCs or slices. Note that the impacts are mostly on the NOP and CSP. 

Therefore, the MLL validation method is different from other LLs as it deals with higher uncertainties and more 
complex KPIs. As shown in Figure 6, there are five phases in MLL validation: 

1. Design phase when MLL UCs are created with considerations of both individual UC KPIs (referred to as 
baseline KPIs) and MLL-specific KPIs. Moreover, special business analysis is needed to consider the 
impact on NOP and CSP, on top of the business KPIs for vertical UCs. 

2. Prepare phase is dedicated to preparing for the implementation and execution of MLL UC test cases. It 
includes but is not limited to the readiness of the 5G facility, the integration with CDSO for coordinating 
multiple UCs in an automated way, and the integration with KPI-VS for managing the new requirements 
on the collection of MLL-specific KPIs.  

3. Experiment phase starts with the design of test cases, including the test scripts. The MLL test cases will 
concentrate on investigating the impact of combining multiple UCs.  

4. Validate phase aims to analyze the collected KPIs and validate the defined KPIs, both baseline and MLL-
specific KPIs. Note that the validation criterion may differ for the baseline KPIs and MLL-specific KPIs as 
they address different actors. The validation objective is to verify to which extent the MLL-specific KPIs 
can be reached for the NOP and CSP while guaranteeing the baseline KPIs for all constituent UCs.  

5. Improve phase is an important and necessary phase in MLL. Different from LL1 – LL4, there is a high 
probability that the baseline KPIs of MLL UCs are not always met, due to the way of combining UCs. 
Therefore, the potential improvements involve not only the 5G facility and UC applications (like LL1 – 
LL4) but also the way of how a MLL UC is created, which feedbacks to the Design Phase and leads to 
redesigned MLL UCs.  

The MLL validation is a continuous and iterative process throughout the entire lifecycle of MLL UCs, from the 
design to implementation and experimentation, until the ultimate target is achieved, i.e., the pre-defined KPIs 
are met. Since the Validate and Experiment Phase are like that of LL1 – LL4, this deliverable focuses on the Design, 
Prepare, and Improve Phase, which are specialized with the MLL features.   
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Figure 6: MLL validation process (cycle) 

4.1 Design Phase  

The Design Phase is a fundamental and critical step in MLL. By definition, a MLL UC is a combination of UCs from 
LL1 – LL4, which is enabled by 5G with network slicing and the support for multi-tenancy (Samdanis, Costa-Perez, 
& Sciancalepore, 2016). However, multi-tenancy is new in 5G and there is no literature or guidance on how the 
5G network provisions network slicing services to support multiple UCs concurrently and effectively. Therefore, 
the Design Phase is not only about combining multiple UCs from the verticals’ perspective but also about 
designing the 5G networks (and network slices) effectively from the NOP’s point of view.  

 

4.1.1 MLL UC Design  

To design MLL UCs properly, a couple of fundamental design questions are asked:  

Q1: how many E2E slices should be created? 

To meet the KPIs of concurrent UCs in the MLL context, the simplest and most straightforward solution is to 
create new slice(s) for each UC. However, this solution is not only non-scalable but also not cost-efficient, 
especially when some UCs require more than one network slices (e.g., UC3.4 and UC3.5). In practice, the number 
of network slice instances is constrained by the available network resources (e.g., the cloud resource for core 
network (CN), the spectrum/temporal/spatial resource for radio access network (RAN), and the connectivity 
resource for transport network (TN)). In other words, it is not realistic to create as many new network slices as 
demanded by UCs. Instead, the objective of optimal network slice provisioning is to maximize the number of 
customers (or UCs or UEs) admitted into the 5G network, under the available resource constraint and limited 
number of network slices. One candidate solution to achieve this objective is resource sharing (or 
network/service sharing). For example, instead of creating a new network slice for a new UC, the network 
operator could subscribe the UC to an existing network slice as long as the required KPIs are satisfied. As 
exemplified in Figure 7, the six UCs require 10 slices in total whereas the network operator’s OSS decides to 
request 3 slices (one eMBB slice, one mIoT slice, and one URLLC slice), which should be decided in such a way 
that the KPIs required by individual UCs should not be violated. Then few breakdown questions are raised up:  

• Under what conditions a new network slice will be created for a UC?  
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• Under what conditions a UC will share an existing network slice with other UCs? 

• Which UCs can share a network slice?  

The answer to these questions is key for the first design problem: how many E2E network slices will be created 
and how these slices are allocated to different UCs. More importantly, the answer also decides which UCs can be 
combined to be served by a single network slice. If the UCs do not meet the criterion of “single network slice” 
MLL UC, then multiple network slices will be required and ordered that leads to the next question Q2.  

 

 

Figure 7: Service provisioning of MLL 

 

Q2: how the E2E slices should be designed? 

If multiple network slices need to be created to support a MLL UC, the NOP expects to balance between the 
achieved KPIs of individual UCs (baseline KPIs) and the benefit of resource sharing. Each E2E network slice should 
be designed in such a way that the baseline KPIs of all UCs are guaranteed, but without overprovisioning. As 
illustrated in Figure 7, each E2E network slice consists of three sub-slices (or network slice subnet) from RAN, TN, 
and CN, respectively. How the multiple E2E slices are decomposed into the sub-slices in the three network 
domains also falls into the slice design area. Since different network domains employ different mechanisms for 
network slicing, the mapping from the E2E network slice to domain sub-slice is not necessarily one-to-one 
mapping. For instance, the three E2E slices required by the BSS/OSS could be mapped into three CN sub-slices 
and three RAN sub-slices, but two TN sub-slices, which are implemented via VPNs. Furthermore, in each network 
domain, the sub-slice design also varies with the domain resource availability. Particularly in the CN domain, 
further resource sharing can be exploited by sharing certain network functions (NFs), e.g., some management 
functions like UDR and PCF in Figure 7. These design details rely on not only the KPI requirements but also the 
possibility to share. If a slice is required by UCs to be fully isolated, e.g., the URLLC slice in Figure 7, none of its 
component NFs can be shared. On the other hand, if UCs do not impose special isolation requirements on their 
slices, then it is possible to share some NFs, like the eMBB slice and mIoT slice that share the UDR and PCF. 
Sharing at the NF level could further enhance the resource utilization but also introduces extra complexity to 
distinguish traffic flows and data management of multiple slices (or sub-slices), which correspond to different 
KPI requirements. The NF sharing design is a joint effort between the NOP, the CSP, and the UCs. At present, it 
is mainly the NOP that is in charge of the NF sharing design. In 5G-VINNI Norway facility, the NSA (Figure 8) and 
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SA core (Figure 9) are designed and deployed with certain NF sharing, mainly based on the resource availability, 
on behalf of the interest of the facility site. Ideally, the NF sharing model may need to take into account the 
requirements of UCs, particularly if some UCs demand special functionality or features of specific NFs.  

As a result, to answer Q2, a couple of breakdown questions are brought up, under the condition that the baseline 
KPIs of each UC need to be guaranteed: 

• How the E2E network slice should be decomposed into domain sub-slices? What is the mapping rule 
from the E2E slice to domain sub-slices? 

• Whether and how the resource sharing should be exploited in each network domains to further 
maximize the resource utilization?  

A research topic is defined to analyze and answer these design questions. The preliminary results are presented 
in Section 4 to address the fundamental principles of modeling and designing MLL UCs.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: 5G-VINNI Norway facility NSA core deployment overview ( (5G-VINNI, 2019)) 

 

 

Figure 9: 5G-VINNI Norway facility SA Core Deployment Overview ( (5G-VINNI, 2021)) 
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4.1.2 Business value analysis  

As indicated in Section 4.1.1, the MLL UC design considers not only the UC’s interest but also the NOP/CSP 
perspectives. The latter specially reflects the business value for NOP/CSP. Section 5 is dedicated to the business 
value analysis of MLL.  

 

4.1.3 KPI definitions  

MLL-specific KPIs are defined to indicate the performance from the NOP/CSP perspective since the baseline KPIs 
have covered the performance of individual UCs. Currently, the standard 5G KPIs ( (3GPP, 2021), (5GPPP, 2019), 
(GSMA, 2021)) focus on the performance of individual network slices, without considering the MLL context. For 
example, (3GPP, 2021) defines KPIs in the several categories like utilization, energy efficiency, and availability. 
These KPIs are related to the resource utilization f a slice instance or data energy efficiency of a slice type. 
However, none of these KPIs reflect how the network or network slices perform with respect to the MLL UCs, 
which definitely involves resource sharing (Slamnik-Krijestorac, Kremo, Ruffini, & Marquez-Barja, 2020). In 
(Slamnik-Krijestorac, Kremo, Ruffini, & Marquez-Barja, 2020), a survey has been conducted to overview KPIs 
widely used in the research topic of resource sharing (Table III in (Slamnik-Krijestorac, Kremo, Ruffini, & Marquez-
Barja, 2020)), such as capacity gain, blocking rate, resource utilization ratio, coverage area, etc. However, it is 
important for 5G-SOLUTIONS to identify if there is an explicit link between these KPIs with the MLL UCs. If yes, 
then it is our interest to reveal how different combinations of multiple UCs influence these KPIs, in order to 
generate the insight to guide the creation of the MLL UCs. If not, then new MLL-specific KPIs should be defined.  

One key activity in the KPI definition phase is to ensure that the key elements, either related to the MLL context 
or would be influenced by the MLL execution, are fully considered in the KPIs. If there are elements that are not 
present in the current research results, then they will be added into the new KPIs. In general, MLL-specific KPIs 
can be grouped into  

• Resource KPIs that count the influence on the overall resource utilization by serving multiple UCs 
concurrently, especially with the resource sharing solution which results in resource savings.  

• Isolation/sharing KPIs that are the key KPIs to capture the influence of resource sharing, which potentially 
causes interference between the performances of co-existing UCs. Isolation KPIs represent the benefits 
of isolating multiple UCs at different levels. However, the higher isolation level often implies lower 
resource utilization KPIs. 

• Security KPIs that measure the influence on the security assurance when multiple UCs are served in the 
shared resource. Ideally, one UC should be protected from the potential security breaches of other UCs.  

• Interference KPIs that indicate how the performance and security of individual UCs are affected by the 
interference inherited from resource sharing (e.g., spectrum sharing in RAN or NF sharing in CN). The 
interference level is supposedly proportional to the resource sharing level.  

• Complexity KPIs that quantify the extra overhead in deployment caused by onboarding new UCs or new 
network slices in a resource-sharing format. Sharing resources increase the complexity of the network 
operation and management, under the condition that UCs are properly isolated, with their agreed SLA 
guaranteed. This group of KPIs reveal the tradeoff brought by the benefits of resource sharing. More 
complex resource sharing mechanisms may optimize to achieve a better balance between the baseline 
KPIs and resource KPIs. However, the implementation complexity is usually also higher and consumes 
more resources. 

Apparently, these KPIs represent different types of benefits but contradict one another. It is up to the NOP/CSP 
that will select the KPIs to maximize their business values.  

The definition of new MLL-specific KPIs is still ongoing. At present, several resource KPIs are defined as following:  

Cost-efficiency:  
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The cost-efficiency is a resource KPI for NOP, defined as the ratio of overall number of registered subscribers to 
the overall network capacity (𝑆), where 𝑁𝑖 is the average number of subscribers of UC 𝑖 and can be acquired from 
the 3GPP KPIs (AMFMeanRegNbr or UDMRegNbr in [3GPP TS28.554]) that count the subscribers in either AMF 
or UDM registered to a network slice instance (or a sub-slice instance):   

𝐸 =  
∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑖 

𝑆
 

 

Resource utilization 𝑅𝑣:  

In the CN domain, the resource utilization KPI is defined as the percentage of used virtualized resource (e.g., 
processor, memory, disk) opposed to the overall system capacity  

𝑅𝑣 =
∑ 𝑈𝑗𝑗

𝐶
× 100% 

 

Resource utilization 𝑅𝑠:  

In the E2E 5G network, the resource utilization parameter is related to the number of created network slices and 
defined as the average capacity allocated to a network slice instance, i.e., the ratio of the overall system capacity 
𝐶 to the number of created network slices 𝑆:  

𝑅𝑠 =  
𝐶

𝑆
 

 

4.2 Prepare Phase   

Since MLL UCs are not simply additions/combinations of multiple UCs, their execution imposes additional 
requirements on the 5G network facility, the orchestration, and the KPI validation.  

4.2.1 Prepare the 5G facility  

Ultimately, to support MLL UCs, the established 5G facility should be ready to answer a key question 

 Q3: how the multiple E2E slices and UCs should be managed to ensure the required KPIs (both baseline and 
MLL-specific)?  

 Which can be broke down into several sub-questions:  

• How each E2E slice should be configured to meet the application KPIs of all UCs subscribed to the slice? 

• How the E2E slice configurations should be mapped to the configurations of domain sub-slices to meet 
the network KPIs and MLL-specific KPIs?  

• What if the KPIs of some UCs are not satisfied?  

To answer these questions, the 5G facility needs to deploy autonomous and intelligent management and 
orchestration (MANO) system and service assurance system, which are not yet available. Pragmatically, the first 
step is to successfully deploy MLL UCs. Then, based on the observed KPIs, the 5G facility can gradually reconfigure 
the network slices to improve the achieved KPIs until they meet the requirements.  

For the first step of successfully deploying MLL UCs, the 5G facility should be capable of the following two 
functionalities:  

1) Instantiate, operate, and manage multiple network slices concurrently if the multiple UCs are 
provisioned by multiple network slices.  
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2) Operate and manage a single network slice in a multi-tenant mode, with guaranteed isolation between 
multiple tenants/UCs if the multiple UCs are provisioned by a single network slice.  

Although 5G networks are featured with network slicing and expected to create multiple network slices on-
demand, much research-oriented 5G testbeds and platforms are limited with the capacity and capability to 
instantiate multiple network slices and operate them concurrently. For example, in order to make the 5G facility 
ready for operating multiple concurrent network slices, full-stack management and orchestration (MANO) is 
needed to automate the lifecycle management (LCM) process of network slices, including ordering, activating, 
and configuring network slices. Moreover, the 5G infrastructure should have sufficient resources to create more 
than one slice instances. In general, it is relatively feasible for large-scale 5G platforms like 5G-VINNI and 5G-EVE 
to support multiple network slices, compared to the stand-alone 5G node (e.g., Amarisoft).  

Supporting multi-tenant within a shared single network slice is an ongoing research topic. Without proper UC 
isolation or prioritization, it is hard to explicitly guarantee the specific requirements of individual UCs, which is 
an open issue in 4G. Currently, most 5G facility sites are not equipped with isolation solutions and thus do not 
guarantee the required KPIs in the MLL mode.  

 

4.2.2 Prepare CDSO 

Since MLL UCs are composed of multiple stand-alone UCs running concurrently as one experiment, automation 
is a key to run all experiments of an MLL in the exact same way and synchronized with the same delays and 
timings. In LL1 – LL4, CDSO integration is optional for UCs that can choose to run their test cases either in an 
automatic way with CDSO or by manually triggering the test cases. However, when it comes to MLL, CDSO 
becomes mandatory as the manual option does not work. With CDSO used to configure and activate the MLL, it 
is guaranteed that different runs of the MLL UC experiments will have the same timing and the same delays so 
that the multiple experiment runs can be analyzed and compared fairly. As a result, one condition (or 
assumption) for a LL1 – LL4 UC to participate in MLL is that the UC is already integrated with CDSO and thus the 
automation for that UC has been completed. In other words, the participant UCs have a complete workflow with 
CDSO to automate their experiments in a stand-alone mode.  

To prepare a MLL UC for CDSO integration, an extra step is required to combine the CDSO workflows of 
participant UCs into a single MLL workflow that executes the test cases of all participant UCs in sequence (Figure 
5). In addition, there may be a demand to select and configure specific parameters required for each participant 
UC to ensure smooth and proper experiments. In this case, CDSO will configure the parameters for each UC and 
then activate the actual experiment. 
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4.2.3 Prepare KPI-VS 

Although each UC is integrated with KPI-VS and sends their UC/application-level KPIs to KPI-VS for visualization 
and further KPI analysis, MLL pays more attention to the MLL-specific KPIs, which are mainly defined from the 
NOP/CSP perspective. Several challenges arise. First, these KPIs should be measured and collected in the 5G 
facility. In other words, the 5G facility needs to provide testing and monitoring functionality for network KPIs, 
which is preferred but not necessary for LL1 – LL4 UCs. Second, some MLL-specific KPIs are newly defined and 
require metrics that are not typically available in the available testing and monitoring system. Third, if resource 
sharing is deployed for a specific MLL UC, then the testing and monitoring system is required to distinguish the 
collected metrics/KPIs at the UC level (and even flow-level), which, again, is not required in LL1 – LL4 when all 
UCs are running in a stand-alone mode. In other words, extra efforts are demanded for not only KPI-VS but also 
the 5G facility.  

Ideally, KPI-VS will coordinate with the Testing and/or Monitoring system to gather and visualize KPIs per UC, per 
slice instance, and per test case, which results in a much higher complexity and overhead into KPI-VS, including 
i) the extra overhead in KPI collection and storage to store the KPI data of multiple UCs or slice instances, which 
causes a scalability; ii) the differentiation of collected baseline KPIs with distinct UCs; iii) the extra testing or 
monitoring tools to measure and collect MLL-specific KPIs.  

In summary, the special requirements brought by MLL are listed in Table 2.  

Element Requirements How 

5G facility 
  
  

Ensure that all types of slices required by 
MLL-UC are supported  

5G facility’s own capability 

Ensure that resources are available to 
instantiate all slice instances of the MLL-
UC 

Dimension or scale the resources 
based on the MLL UC requirements 

Ensure that all slice instances or UC 
services of the MLL-UC are properly 
isolated 

Each UC requires the isolation level 
suitable of their services: physically 
isolated vs. virtually isolated, etc.  
5G facility configures and deploys 
services aligned with the required 
isolation level 

CDSO/Orchestration Ensure that all LL1 – LL4 UCs are 
successfully admitted and deployed in 
the corresponding facility site  

Coordinate with facility orchestrators 
and UC owners to reserve resources 
and schedule multiple LL1 – LL4 UCs or 
slices to be deployed orderly 

Testing and Monitoring 
  
  
  

Ensure that all LL1 – LL4 UC services are 
monitored concurrently 

Each UC defines its test cases 
CDSO and Testing/Monitoring system 
of the 5G facility coordinate to run 
these test cases 

Test and monitor MLL-specific KPIs of 
interest to MLL-UC 

MLL-UC defines new test cases to 
measure MLL-specific KPIs 
Testing/Monitoring system of 5G 
facility can measure these KPIs or 
aggregating baseline KPIs to calculate 
MLL-specific KPIs 

Ensure that all monitoring data is 
properly separated to distinguish LL1 – 
LL4 UCs 

Testing/Monitoring system can 
identify each test case and storing 
their data into different datasets 

Figure 10: Combination of workflows to prepare for CDSO 
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Ensure that the test cases are aligned to 
collect network KPIs, application KPIs, 
and MLL-specific KPIs for all LL1 – LL4 
UCs concurrently 

CDSO and KPI-VS are aligned to 
correlate the three types of data sets 

Ensure that concurrent testing and 
monitoring traffic flows do not interfere 
with UCs’ application flows 

Testing/Monitoring system 
coordinates with 5G facility to reserve 
resources for concurrent MLL-UC test 
cases  

Table 2: Overall requirements in the Prepare Phase 

4.3 Improve Phase  

While multiple UCs are combined into a single MLL UC, the resulted performance is influenced by many dynamic 
factors, including the behaviour of individual UC applications, the network operations, and the interactions 
among these UCs. Consequently, assuring the agreed KPIs is a challenge, especially when the knowledge about 
the UC combinations is limited. A pragmatic approach is to start with simple UC deployment options and 
configurations, observe the performance KPIs, analyze the gap, and then propose improvements. The 
improvement can be achieved in many ways, including but not limited to: network improvement, UC application 
improvement, and MLL UC improvement.  

4.3.1 Improve the 5G facility and infrastructure  

When the KPIs of a LL1 – LL4 UC are not met as agreed, the typical action is to confirm that the 5G network 
indeed delivers the promised network KPIs. If not, then the network may be reconfigured as an adaption. This 
approach is applicable to MLL but the improvement procedure may differ. For example, the network 
reconfiguration for the single LL1 – LL4 UC only needs to consider the requirements of a single UC whereas that 
for the MLL UC needs to consider not only the combined requirements of multiple UCs but also the dynamic 
interactions between these UCs. Therefore, the reconfigurations may be more complex as the resulted impact 
on the performance may not meet the expectation and thus requires further reconfigurations.  

Network reconfigurations are often accompanied with real-time monitoring of the network performance and 
service assurance mechanisms. AI-driven zero-touch automation (ZTA) is an attractive option to reconfigure 
networks in an intelligent way. In MLL, ZTA can be applied in different ways, aligned with how the MLL UC is 
constructed from multiple UCs. One straightforward means is for each UC to apply its own ZTA to improve its 
KPIs, just like in the single UC scenarios. However, these ZTA actions may cause conflicts, particularly when the 
actions are addressing the same or similar network elements or configurations. In this case, a mediator is needed 
to coordinate and mediate the conflicting ZTA decisions in order to maximize the benefits for all parties in the 
MLL UC, including both UC owners and NOP/CSP. An alternative is to deploy a central ZTA that evaluates the 
demands from all UCs and recommends one single ZTA action which could meet all the UC requirements as much 
as possible. In any case, the ZTA solution in the MLL context is more complex than in the single LL UC context and 
also demands higher level of cross-UC coordination.  

Note that currently, most 5G facilities have a limited scope of network reconfigurations in real-time. When a 
solution is proposed to improve 5G networks, its applicability and feasibility need to be verified in the practical 
5G facility, either the large-scale ICT-17 5G platforms or stand-alone 5G node.  

4.3.2 Improve the UC applications  

Compared to improving the 5G network, it is relatively easier and more direct for UC owners to improve their 
applications. UC owners have control of their applications and could quickly execute the adaption or 
reconfiguration actions to improve their application behaviours, e.g., modify the coding rate of the video 
encoders in the LL4 UCs. However, in the MLL context, the change of one UC application may cause unexpected 
chain effect on other UC applications if the two UCs share the resource or network slice. The improvement of 
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one UC application performance may lead to a degraded performance of other UCs’ applications. The 
interactions between these UCs and the interferences caused by other UCs should be considered. In other words, 
the UC applications should be improved jointly in the MLL context, which requires a proper model to characterize 
the cross-UC interactions and interferences, associated with the MLL UC creation model.  

4.3.3 Improve the MLL UCs  

Since the effect of improving the 5G network and the UC applications highly depends on the MLL UC model (i.e., 
how the MLL UC is constructed), a new improvement approach is to directly improve the MLL UC, i.e., change 
how the UC is constructed. With resource sharing in network slicing, the most challenging consequence of MLL 
is the dynamic interactions among multiple UCs and the resulted correlations with network operations, which 
contribute to the uncertainty in the achieved KPIs. To reduce the complexity caused by the dynamic interactions 
and hence increase the KPI guarantee, the original MLL UC with a more complex resource sharing option could 
be modified into a simpler resource sharing option, which, however, may demand more resource consumption. 
Therefore, improving the MLL UCs is an optimization process that optimizes the MLL UC design to achieve the 
better KPIs for all UCs under the constraints for NOP/CSP operations such as resource limitations.  

In order to optimize the MLL UC design, it is important to develop MLL UC models and design principles to 
understand the conditions, constraints, and expectations on optimal MLL UCs.  
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5 MLL UC Modeling and Design Principles  

A MLL UC is constructed by combining LL1 – LL4 UCs and running them in the 5G network concurrently. As shown 
in Figure 7, the main challenge of support MLL lies in the NOP’s capability to create and operate multiple end-
to-end (E2E) network slices in a cost-efficient way such that the KPIs of the individual UCs are assured while the 
network operational efficiency is also optimized. MLL is distinguished from LL1-LL4 in the design, activation, and 
operations of multiple and concurrent E2E slices.  One key requirement is to guarantee “there is no interference 
between vertical UCs in the presence of concurrent usage of resources”.  

A MLL UC model is created to guide the creation of a MLL UC by indicating  

1) which UCs can be combined in a single network slice? The more UCs are combined into one network 
slice, the more efficient for NOP to utilize the network resource, and the more difficult to guarantee “no 
interference between UCs”.  

2) which UCs need new network slices? If new network slices are created on-demand for every UCs, the 
“zero-interference” can be easily achieved as network slices are logical networks, virtualized isolated. 
However, this approach suffers from the scalability issue, i.e., it cannot be scaled when the number of 
concurrent UCs increases.  

3) How should the network slice(s) in a MLL UC be designed and managed? When multiple UCs coexist and 
consume multiple network slices concurrently, it becomes complex to manage both UCs and network 
slices, as well as the relationship between multiple UCs and multiple network slices.  

 To model MLL UCs, we first develop eight modelling principles in Section 5.1, accompanied by related research 
topics which are expected to be studied in the future work. Then several design rules are proposed in Section 5.2 
to guide the creation of MLL UCs.  

5.1 Principles of MLL UC Modelling  

Principle 1: Competition-based and context-aware resource sharing  

In practical network operations with MLL UCs, it is not recommended to always deploy fully isolated network 
slices for every single UC unless the UC is willing to pay for the resources and cost dedicated to deploy the fully 
isolated network slices. In general, an isolation framework will be provided to the UCs and allow them to choose 
the isolation level, which is associated with certain resource sharing policies and leads to different prices and 
charges. As a consequence of resource sharing, UCs may compete with each other for the shared resource. In 
order to guarantee the KPIs agreed in the SLA, the resource sharing policies should consider the requirements of 
all UCs in the MLL context.  

To accomplish this principle, the following activities are expected for future study:  

• An isolation framework which defines the level of isolation available for each UC, e.g., fully isolated, 
partially isolated, non-isolated; or physically isolated vs. virtually isolated. The isolation framework relies 
on the 5G network infrastructure and its capability of isolating different types of resources and services.  

• sharing models which define how a resource (e.g., cloud or spectrum resource, NFs) or service (e.g., 
network slicing service) is shared by multiple tenants (or UCs). The sharing model is established on the 
basis of the isolation framework.  

• A business model for pricing and charging that specifies the prices and charges for each isolation level 
and associated sharing model. In the end, the business model is exposed to UCs who will select the 
isolation level based on their available budget and required KPIs.  

 

Principle 2: Susceptibility to interference  

As result of resource or service sharing, the performance of concurrent UCs becomes susceptible to interference, 
inherited from the sharing approaches. Note that such interference exists in legacy networks where all 
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consumers share one single mobile network, and their performances are influenced by one another. Previously, 
interference has been widely investigated in the RAN domain, e.g., minimizing the interference while the same 
spectrum is shared. In 5G with network slicing, the interference becomes more complex and extended to the CN 
and TN, due to the virtualization and softwarization from NFV and SDN. For example, as shown in Figure 11, even 
though the URLLC slice is fully isolated from the other two slices, there is still potential interference caused by 
sharing the physical server between the NF2 containers of the URLLC slice and the NF1 container of the eMBB 
slice (highlighted in the red circle). Such interference may cause unpredicted service interruptions or 
performance degradation for UC applications, directly or indirectly. Its potential influence should be considered 
in the design and decision of isolation levels and resource sharing policies.  

In order to gain a better understanding of the impact caused by interference, the following topics are of interest 
for future study:  

• Interference modelling that describes various types of interferences in the 5G network and captures the 
characteristics of these interferences, especially in the E2E scope. This work requires an extension from 
the RAN domain interference to the TN and CN domain interference, and eventually towards the E2E 
network slice interference and cross-UC (or cross-tenant) interferences.  

• Impact of interferences that reveals how different types of interferences affects the performance of 
network services, ranging from the lower-layer infrastructure services to the higher-layer network slicing 
services and even the communications services provisioned for UCs and tenants. Note that the influence 
of interferences may propagate across service layers. Therefore, for the higher-layer services (e.g., NF or 
network slices), the influence is determined by the interferences occurring in the lower-layer (e.g., 
virtual, or physical infrastructure as shown in Figure 11).  

• Interference cancellation and avoidance mechanisms that deal with the potential interference of 
different types, at different service layers, on different network elements. These mechanisms rely on the 
outcomes from the study of interference modelling and impact.  

 

 

Figure 11: Interferences caused by sharing in the CN domain 
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Principle 3: Necessity of separation of concerns  

Due to the high complexity of multi-dimensional interferences caused by resource and service sharing, 
troubleshooting becomes extremely challenging. The network operators need to be aware of all potential 
interferences and their impacts when a UC or consumer experiences serious service disruptions or performance 
issues. Principle 3 aims to ensure that the main concerns could be separated and thus the root causes could be 
quickly identified. To achieve this target, the following enablers are required:  

• Resource and service sharing map which includes two parts: the sharing table (e.g., what, and how 
resource or service is shared); and the service mapping between different shared entities. For instance, 
in Figure 11, resource sharing takes place in all three layers (physical resource, virtual resource, and NF), 
whose components are correlated with each other. In other words, there exists a chain effect of 
resource/service sharing, due to the correlation between these components. To separate the concerns 
caused by one or more sharing, it is critical to create an accurate sharing map.  

• Coordination enabled by the resource and service orchestrators that take actions to create the sharing 
map and then separate the concerns based on the sharing map. These orchestrators need to coordinate 
and exchange the sharing information. For example, in the cloud-native environment with containers, 
both the virtual infrastructure manager (VIM) (e.g., Kubernetes) and NFVO can onboard CNFs. However, 
K8s onboard CNFs as independent functions and allocate them to Pods either randomly or optimally with 
respect to the pure container-based optimization principles. This onboarding process does not consider 
the network topology, which is the essence for the sharing map. Therefore, a coordination between K8s 
and NFVO is necessary. One solution is for NFVO to initiate the CNF onboarding towards K8s. Then K8s 
executes the CNF onboarding and sends the resource allocation outcomes to NFVO, which combines 
with the network topology and create a sharing map. Note that cross-layer coordination requires proper 
and standardized interfaces and APIs.  

 

Principle 4: Network/Resource-constrained admission  

Like in legacy networks, the admission of new UCs depends on the available resources (spectrum, networking, 
computing, storage), which are sparse and precious. Different from the legacy networks, in 5G, more UCs may 
be admitted into the network if they can tolerate a certain level of resource sharing and the corresponding 
performance degradation. In other words, admission control could be improved by considering resource sharing, 
which, however, also complicates the admission control mechanism. Figure 12 exemplifies one workflow of UC 
admission, with resource sharing under consideration. To enable such effective admission control in 5G 
networks, the following is required:  

• Real-time monitoring of the resource utilization/availability, ranging from low-level infrastructure 
monitoring to high-level service monitoring, especially the network slicing service usage. It is critical for 
OSS/BSS to gain a full visibility of slice usage and resource availability before deciding on admission 
control. As exemplified in Figure 12, two types of monitoring are needed for admission control: slice-
level resource utilization, i.e., the percentage of resources actually used in a specific (existing) network 
slice; and resource-level resource utilization, i.e., the percentage of overall resources allocated to all 
existing network slices. The former decides whether a network slice is under-utilized or not and can be 
used as an indicator of whether the slice is qualified for sharing, by combining with proper admission 
control. The latter shows the resources available for creating new network slices and decides whether a 
new network slice could be created to serve the new UC.  

 

• Joint resource sharing and admission control that optimizes admission control jointly with resource-
sharing based slice design. A set of admission criteria should be set to determine: 1) whether a new UC 
will be admitted into an existing network slice; 2) if so, which existing network slice will admit the new 
UC. Two basic criteria are: 1) the newly added UC should not violate the KPIs of the existing UC(s); 2) the 
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KPIs of the newly added UC should be assured, together with other co-existing UCs. On top of these two 
basic criteria, further optimization will be conducted to maximize the operation related KPIs like cost 
efficiency and resource utilization. At present, there is no definite approach of quantifying these criteria. 
Heuristic methods may be used to control admissions, which usually leads to sub-optimal results.  

 

 

Figure 12: Example workflow of UC admission 

Principle 5: Deployment-dependent performance  

Due to the uncertainty about UC admissions, the admitted UCs may be deployed in different ways, especially 
when resource sharing is allowed. In general, the deployment decisions determine which (sub-)network slice the 
UC will be admitted and whether the (sub-)network slice will be/is shared with other UCs. As a result, the achieved 
performance depends on two factors:  

1. the actual deployment settings, including whether and how the (sub-)network slice is shared by multiple 
UCs; and whether and how resources (e.g., NFs) are shared inside the (sub-)network slice;  

2. the behaviour of each UC sharing the (sub-)network slice.  

Since the behaviour of each UC is dynamic and unpredicted, the resulted influence under the sharing model 
would also be highly dynamic. Consequently, in order to assure SLA/KPIs of the admitted UCs, a series of 
operations should take place as following:  

• performance monitoring under the sharing model. Performance monitoring is a fundamental step for 
SLA assurance. Under the sharing model, new challenges arise because of the demand for isolating and 
separating monitoring data from different UCs or applications. The monitoring cost and overhead may 
increase to support the required isolation and separation. Moreover, different UCs may impose different 
requirements on monitoring, e.g., monitoring/sampling frequencies (or granularity), metrics to be 
monitored, etc. Then it is of importance to decide and design the monitoring policies, e.g., (sub-)slice-
level vs. UC-level monitoring, to cover for the demands of all UCs in a cost-efficient way.  

• performance analysis under the sharing model. Analyzing and predicting the performance of each UC is 
complicated by the sharing model. The unpredicted and dynamic behaviour of each UC brings 
uncertainties and unknown impact on each other. Therefore, the performance analysis needs to consider 
the interference model and impact model (Principle 2).  
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• Performance prediction under the sharing model: Following up performance analysis is performance 
prediction, which leads to service assurance. Again, the sharing model plays an important role in 
complicating performance prediction, which includes the prediction of the performance of a single UC 
(without consideration of sharing) and the prediction of potential interferences from other UCs (with 
consideration of sharing). The overall performance prediction may not be a simple addition of the two 
prediction results but result in more complex combinations, which require in-depth and comprehensive 
investigation of the interference and impact analysis.  

• Service assurance under the sharing model: based on the results from performance monitoring, analysis, 
and prediction, service assurance can take proactive actions to adapt network operations and prevent 
potential performance degradations. Under the sharing model, the service assurance actions need to 
balance between the global (operator-oriented) service assurance and the local (UC-oriented) service 
assurance decisions. The local UC-oriented service assurance aims to assure the SLA of individual UCs 
whereas the global operator-oriented service assurance targets at assuring the SLAs of all or most UCs. 
In other words, the final service assurance actions should be ensured that the SLA improvement of one 
UC should not degrade or violate the SLAs of other UCs which share the (sub-)network slice.  

 

Principle 6: Demand for automation  

Deploying and operating multiple UCs in the multi-slice context introduce a high complexity, e.g., in slice design, 
UC admission control, SLA assurance, etc. It is therefore not feasible to manually deploy and operate multiple 
UCs and optimize their performance simultaneously, especially when the number of UCs increases. Naturally, 
automation is a must-have requirement. Automation has a wide scope and should span across the lifecycle of all 
relevant services for all participating UCs, e.g., from the service preparation and activation to run-time operation 
and service assurance. However, considering the scale and scope of the multi-facet automation, it is not realistic 
to implement and deploy automation solutions from one single vendors/providers. In principle, the following 
systems should prefer automation:  

• Management and Orchestration (MANO) which is responsible for the lifecycle management (LCM) of 
services, ranging from ordering/subscribing, activating, and configuring, operating and managing 
services, and terminating. The services could be network-facing services (NFS) and resource-facing 
services (RFS) within a 5G network, or customer-facing services (CFS) provisioned to UCs (see Figure 13). 
Note that the CFS may be a combination of multiple network services, e.g., multiple network slices, or 
an E2E network slice spanning across multiple network operators. MANO will enable the automation of 
the LCM of these services. Moreover, adding the sharing model into the service provisioning architecture 
implies that the MANO system will take care of planning and tracking the sharing decisions and status 
for all services (resource-/network-/customer-facing).  

• Assurance is responsible for assuring SLAs/KPIs of all types of services co-existing in the 5G network. 
With the number and diversity of co-existing services, service assurance should be automated to 
guarantee that the versatile SLA requirements of multiple UCs will be satisfied, by assuring the 
performance of concurrent network slices (NFS) and shared resources (RFS). Besides, in the MLL context, 
service assurance needs the input from MANO regarding the sharing decisions and status as the achieved 
performance depends on the sharing-based deployment (Principle 5). A typical approach of automated 
service assurance is closed-loop automation, which includes four stages of Monitoring, Analyzing, 
Planning and Executing, plus a Knowledge base (Figure 14). Note that the sharing model information will 
be stored and updated in the Knowledge base and exposed to each stage for necessary actions.  

• Monitoring is an important stage of the service assurance solution. In 5G with NFV and SDN, monitoring 
could be achieved via physical, virtual, and hybrid monitoring tools, which are capable of different 
monitoring capacities and capabilities. In the MLL context, considering the difference of multiple UCs in 
SLA and KPI requirements, the resulted monitoring policies also differ, e.g., what monitoring tools are 
selected, what metrics are measured, how often the metrics are measured, what test cases or scenarios 
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are executed during which time internals. These monitoring decisions need to be planned, activated, and 
managed in an automatic way. Note that many 5G monitoring tools are virtualized and usually managed 
like other NFs. In other words, the management and orchestration of monitoring tools will be realized 
by the MANO system whereas the management and scheduling of testing and monitoring processes are 
achieved by the monitoring platform, which should also be automated (e.g., the TaaS platform in the 5G-
VINNI facility).  

In summary, various automation solutions and platforms are needed to realize different automation tasks. More 
importantly, these automation platforms should be properly integrated to eventually automate the LCM of all 
services for all UCs. For example, the Service Assurance system not only needs the input from the MANO (e.g., 
the resource and service sharing model) but also produces instructions for MANO to adapt the network 
operations (e.g., reconfiguration of network operation parameters or reallocation of resources). Similarly, 
Monitoring relies on MANO to automate the management of the monitoring tools (creating and deploying 
monitoring tools like virtual probes at the locations specified by UCs). Besides, Service Assurance and Monitoring 
are closely interacted to guarantee the KPIs required by each UC.  

 

 

Figure 13: Service provisioning architecture ( (Xie, et al., 2022)) 
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Figure 14: Closed-loop automation model ( (ETSI ZSM, 2022)) 

 

 Principle 7: Simplification and abstraction  

Complexity is the greatest challenge in MLL, such as the sharing model and service mapping, which significantly 
complicate the LCM of all types of services in Figure 13. The first and foremost principle is therefore 
simplification, which could be enabled by abstraction. Abstraction allows to hide certain information and only 
exchange necessary data between service layers or network domains. For instance, the sharing model (i.e., the 
details of how a service is shared or isolated) should be kept internally in a network domain or service layer. It is 
not relevant for UCs to know how exactly its service requirements are met, with or without sharing. UCs only 
need to notify the network operators whether they allow for sharing or not. Therefore, the following enablers 
for simplification could be explored:  

• Service blueprint and data modelling. The former gathers inputs from UCs regarding their requirements 
and expectations on the CFS whereas the latter defines the contents of data exchanged between UCs 
and network operators. At present, there is no attribute in the standardized service blueprint that clearly 
defines and reflects the MLL aspect, i.e., the isolation/sharing indicator and the corresponding impact 
on achieved performance as well as on pricing/charging. For example, if a UC allows for slice sharing, 
then its service charge may be lowered but at a cost of lowered KPI assurance. An explicit model would 
be needed to specify the MLL-related attributes and reflect these proportional relationships, which can 
be used/mapped to the detailed service configurations at the RFS and NFS layer.  

• Intent-driven management is proposed by several SDOs (e.g., ETSI ZSM, 3GPP SA5, and TM Forum) as an 
enabler for automation via abstraction in the management of the entire network. Intent formally 
specifies all expectations (e.g., services with functional and non-functional requirements), including 
relevant contexts. It excludes mandating implementation details like policies or workflows by abstracting 
the services and exposing only outcomes. Separating the implementation details from the expectations 
can be facilitated by network technologies in virtualization, softwarization and cloudification. A series of 
specifications have been published by SDOs to standardize the architecture ( (TM Forum, 2021)), 
modelling ( (TM Forum, 2021) (TM Forum, 2021)), and lifecycle management and interfaces ( (TM Forum, 
2021)) of intents. Under the intent-driven management framework, various sharing and isolation models 
and solutions can be embedded as part of the intent handler into the network and service operation 
systems to suit different UCs in a customized way, but the interfaces and intents with the UC owners 
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remain unchanged. In other words, the complexity of realizing MLL UCs is handled by intent handlers 
whereas the UC owners only need to express their expectations, which may include their intention to 
share or not share the services.  

Note that both enablers need the support of APIs.  

Principle 8: Tradeoff in performance evaluations   

MLL UCs can be created in many different ways, using different combinations, and resulting in different 
deployment options, which lead to different performance (Principle 5). As a result, a tradeoff exists between the 
achieved KPIs (for UCs), the operational efficiency (for operators), and implementation complexity (for solution 
providers). An ideal MLL UC should be created to optimize the tradeoff. In reality, due to the constraints on the 
resource availability, solution feasibility, and UC behaviour uncertainty, MLL UCs may be created in a sub-optimal 
way. Then the performance evaluation of MLL UCs should reflect the tradeoff and the way to improve if advanced 
service assurance will be made available. In general, two key models are demanded:  

• MLL-UC modelling which decides how a MLL UC could be created under the required tradeoff between 
the UC KPIs, the overall cost efficiency, and implementation complexity. Due to the tradeoff, it is 
acknowledged that the three types of performance metrics cannot be met simultaneously. Then the key 
question is to which extent one metric can be degraded. For example, if a UC owner can tolerate a low 
level of KPI violations, then the network operators can increase the sharing factor and enhance the 
resource utilization, which then improves the cost efficiency but at a cost of higher implementation 
complexity. As a reward, the UC owner can be offered with a lowered price as a compensation. A 
quantitative model should be established to reveal the contradictory relationship between these metrics 
and derive the optimal combination of UCs (from LL1 – LL4 or more generic CFS UCs).  

• Performance evaluation model is the foundation for the KPI validation of MLL UCs. It determines whether 
the required KPIs are satisfied at two levels: 1) baseline KPIs for the individual constituent UCs, i.e., if the 
KPIs of each constituent UC are satisfied; 2) MLL-specific KPIs. The MLL-specific KPIs should not only 
reflect the tradeoff relationship, but also straightforward for UC owners to understand and specify. 
Currently most 5G KPIs defined in 3GPP or 5GPPP belong to the first category (baseline KPIs) and do not 
capture the MLL features. New KPIs need to be defined and then used to evaluate and validate MLL UCs.  

 

5.2 MLL UC Design Rules  

Following the design principles in Section 5.1 (e.g., Simplification), MLL UCs can be created in a progressive way. 
First, simple MLL UCs are created from simple rules. Then, more complex MLL UCs can be constructed by 
combining the simple MLL UCs recursively. Three basic rules can be used to create simple MLL UCs (Figure 15):  

1. One-to-One mapping where each UC is allocated to a dedicate network slice, e.g., UC1 to Slice 1 and UC2 
to Slice 2; 

2. Many-to-One mapping when multiple UCs are allocated to one network slice, e.g., UC3 and UC4 share 
Slice 3; 

3. One-to-Many mapping where one UC is allocated to multiple network slices, e.g., UC5 to Slice 4 and Slice 
5.  

Note that for simplicity, the basic rules only address the UCs’ demands and concern about multi-tenancy or multi-
UC. They do not directly address the resource sharing of the network slices for NOP/CSP. Accordingly, all network 
slices in Figure 15 are assumed to be isolated from each other, which, however, is not efficient for NOP/CSP.  In 
order to account for the interest of NOP/CSP, more advanced rules should be introduced, such as the Many-to-
Many mapping exemplified in Figure 16 where multiple UCs are allocated to multiple network slices with certain 
resource sharing, e.g., UC6 is allocated to one slice whereas UC7 and UC8 are allocated to two and three slices, 
respectively. To account for the cost efficiency, UC6 and UC7 share Slice 1; UC7 and UC8 share Slice 2; and Slice 
3 and Slice 4 are assigned to UC8 but may be provisioned for other new UCs later.  
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Figure 15: Three basic rules for MLL construction 

 

 

Figure 16: Advanced rule for MLL construction  

Although the many-to-many mapping rule embraces the slice sharing for the benefit of NOP, it does not capture 
the full advantages of resource sharing at the network and infrastructure layer, which could extend “sharing” 
further down to NF sharing and infrastructure sharing. Other advanced rules are needed to characterize the 
complex resource sharing options as 5G is evolving towards 6G. Having said that, the many-to-many mapping 
rule is sufficient for the current MLL UC design since the objective is to build up a mapping relationship with the 
vertical UCs, which do not need to know the details about NF sharing or infrastructure sharing. Such details are 
more interesting for NOP/CSP when the MLL-specific KPIs are discussed.  
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5.3 MLL UCs created in 5G-SOLUTIONS 

Following the MLL UC creation model and the fundamental design rules presented in Section 5.2, six MLL-UCs 
are created throughout the 5G-SOLUTIONS project lifetime to be experimented and validated in WP7 (see  Table 
3). These UCs are created as Type II and Type III, which, as pointed out in Section 3.1, pave the way for preparing 
MNOs to provision MLL services of Type IV.  

 

MLL 
UC 

Participa
ting UCs 

and 
partner 

Type Description  Key values 

UC5.1 UC3.4 
(IBM) 

III Single UC with 2 slices  
(eMBB + mMTC) 

design of multiple slices with NF sharing (slice 
isolation) and inter-slice correlation  

UC5.2 UC3.5 
(YARA) 
 
 
 

III Single UC with 2 slices 
(eMBB + URLLC) 
 

design of multiple slices with NF sharing (slice 
isolation), without inter-slice correlation 

UC1.5 
(NTNU) + 
UC3.5 
(YARA) 

II Two UCs with one slice 
(eMBB) 
 

Exploration of slice sharing for UCs in different 
locations 

UC5.3 UC4.1 
(NOVA) 
and 
UC4.4 
(LiveU) 

II Two UCs with one slice 
(eMBB) 

exploration of slice sharing and evaluation of 
necessity of UC isolation 

UC5.4 UC3.1 
(NURO) 
and 
UC3.2 
(NURO) 

II Two UCs with one slice 
(eMBB) 

Design of multiple slices with NF sharing (slice and 
UC isolation) 

UC5.5 UC2.1 
and 
UC2.2 

II Two UCs with one slice 
(mMTC) 

exploration of resource sharing and impact of UC 
isolation 

UC5.6 UC4.2 
(NOVA) 
and 
UC4.2 
(ICOM) 

II Two UCs with one slice 
(eMBB) 

exploration of resource sharing and evaluation of 
UC isolation via application slicing (APN) 

Table 3: 5G-SOLUTIONS MLL UCs 

Although several UCs belong to the same type, they differ in various ways and thus can create values to the MLL 
UC composition from different aspects, e.g.,  

• Type II:  
o UC5.3 has two UCs with highly different setup and KPI requirements  
o UC5.6 has two UCs with similar KPI requirements  
o UC5.2 (B) has two UCs located in different RAN sites  

• Type III:  
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o UC5.1 has two correlated scenarios requiring two network slices.  
o UC5.2 (A) has two uncorrelated scenarios requiring two network slices.  

Note that this is a learning process as MLL has not been exploited before, particularly the best and optimal way 
of combining UCs. Therefore, it is natural that some MLL UCs or some combinations will be proved not to be as 
valuable as expected. However, it does not imply that such combinations or experiments are valueless. As a 
matter of fact, unsuccessful UCs provide precious knowledge on why one UC produces values whereas the other 
UC of the same type does not create values, which is a valid proof for MNOs to build business models for 
productions of bundling multiple UCs. Moreover, due to the evolution of the UC status, the definition of some 
MLL UCs is changed or evolved over time. For example, UC5.4 was terminated after the value analysis of the 
constituent UC3.1 and UC3.2; UC5.2 is shifted from Type III (UC5.2(A)) to Type II (UC5.2(B)) as the UC owners 
(NTNU and YARA) see the opportunity and synergy of their UCs to be combined efficiently. In a word, in MLL, any 
lessons learned are valuable for 5G-SOLUTIONS and the industry. 
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6 Business Value and Social Acceptance Analysis (TNOR) 
6.1 Introduction of business value analysis  

Business validation is one task in 5G-SOLUTIONS for all living labs. In the MLL context, the business analysis is 
done with an operator’s perspective. MLL is a context where the operator must concurrently serve multiple 
vertical use cases which are similar or different. In the remaining part of this analysis, we use the notation 
customer when referring to use cases.  

The recommended analysis for business validation is to start with identifying the operators’ pains to be 
addressed in a 5G context, and to end up with business key performance indicators (KPI) (5G-SOLUTIONS, 2019). 
To identify relevant business KPIs is challenging since they shall be indicators for a well-run and profitable 
operation and business in a stable market. Thus, a thorough analysis must be carried out to close the gap 
between the initial pains and relevant business KPIs.  

Our analysis soon revealed a tradeoff in operators’ pains and jobs to be done – and potentially in contradicting 
business KPIs. We found it necessary to split the operator into a communication service provider (CSP) and 
network operator (NOP) to proceed meaningfully. With this as an early finding, we have worked with the 
following research question: in a 5G multi-living lab context, who are delivering what to whom for a joint offering, 
what are their respective value proposition, and subsequently, which business KPIs can be used to measure their 
success. After having addressed this question, we elaborated further on how 5G service concepts can be 
composed and the competitive advantages for different actor roles. We also comment on the role that 
compatibility may play in the market. 

6.2 Process and method  

To analyze business opportunities, 5G-SOLUTIONS has suggested to mix lean start-up and design thinking 
approaches (5G-SOLUTIONS, 2019). This implied a process which started with identifying the pains, then discuss 
solution alignment with other parties, before exploring business models, and finally market growth. The current 
analysis contains the three first steps with specific activities described below.  

The insight in operator’s pains and jobs to be done was built in an iterative process. A systematic analysis of 
secondary data, i.e., 5G PPP vision papers was carried out (GSMA Network Economics, 2020). Operators’ 
perceived values from developing and implementing 5G were identified, categorized, interpreted as pains. The 
pains were further grouped according to how they emerge, being internal or external to operators. The analytic 
sequence was as follows: 

1. Identifying wanted achievement with 5G, or jobs to be done – from secondary data 

2. Mirroring jobs to be done into pains, and their consequences for operators 

3. Identify sources of pains internal to operator 

4. Identify sources of pains external to operator 

The insight from these steps were presented for 5G-SOLUTIONS operator partners in four iterations and validated 
by operators’ and projects’ experts leading to reemphasizing and additions. We were able to further validate 
these results by drawing on participation in yet different 5G projects. For instance, pains provided in in operators’ 
value proposition canvas were matching those from the secondary data.  

It turned out that our initial understanding of an operator was too broad; instead, it was clear that the value 
created is provided by several operator actor roles. We took advantage of existing frameworks (5GPPP, 2020)2 
for actor roles and relationships for 5G services to suggest meaningful split for MLL stakeholders and motivations. 
The split between the NOP and CSP was the most important to capture nuances in the pains identified, but also 
the services to be delivered, and potential buyer-seller relationships. The framework also enables a discussion of 

 
2 3G PP specifications; 5G PPP, Architecture point-of views  
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multiple business relationships between many NOPs and CSPs. The buyer-seller interface between the NOP and 
CSP was further elaborated upon, by using existing frameworks for flow of service requests. We discussed how 
different aspects of 5G, and slicing, can be handled by the NOP and CSP, and how their contradicting objectives 
are best handled by them separately.  

The emphasis of the NOP and CSP, and their differing pains and value propositions, enabled us to suggest user 
stories which capture the core of their problem, and the value achieved if these are addressed. The stories follow 
this structure: “As a Personas, my problem is … Currently, I am addressing this …  If I was offered ways to …”  

The user stories can be complemented by adding “I could observe the success by …”. In our case, the success 
indicators will be the suggested business KPIs for MLL. 5G-SOLUTIONS have already suggested technological KPIs 
for MLL, however, the distinction between NOP and CSP was not clear. Thus, the elaboration upon the NOP’s 
and CSP’s pains, value propositions, and role in value creation enabled us to develop business KPIs that capture 
role specificities. This plays back to technological KPIs. Finally, the differentiation between the NOP and CSP 
enabled a further discussion on their competitive advantages compared to over-the-top (OTT) players, and 
between operators.  

 

6.3 Pains and gains seen from operators’ point of view 

In this section we will first introduce the pains seen from operators’ point of view, i.e., we will not make a 
difference between NOP and CSP. We take as a given that there is a demand for variety from customers point of 
view. In our case this means a demand for different types of network slice types, e.g., URLLC. This demand cannot 
be met by current networks; slicing is one way to solve this. Currently, demand for varied SLAs has been solved 
with one excellent network with very high quality, provided to all customers and use-cases.  

We suggest four main categories for pains as depicted in Figure 17 from left to right with an assumption of causal 
relationship between them. Mark that the deduction of this flow is done the other way around, from the right 
to the left. The list of jobs to be done is well-known from early 5G PPP visions and white papers. The many 
mirroring pain points in Figure 17  are also recognizable. The new insight come from the splitting and grouping 
of pain points, and indication of causal relationships. The groups, elements, and causal relationships in Figure 17  
are not a complete list or mutually exclusive. 

The pains in Figure 17 were deduced from the jobs to be done to the far right in the following way.  For instance, 
operators want to “facilitate integration of various players delivering part of a service”. We suggest that a pain 
that mirror this need is that it currently takes too long time to deliver integration and services. The operator’s 
internal source for this pain is the manual work that must be carried out – which is Opex intensive. The external 
causes for this pain are limits to operator’s possibility to manage hardware and software via open and compatible 
interfaces across vendors. In turn, the root-cause may be that operators are locked-in to vendors devices and 
cannot achieve flexibility when relying on hardware from different vendors. I.e., operators must carry out manual 
work and act as adapter between slightly incompatible systems. This is a cost and hurdle to both scaling and 
differentiation.  

A similar example of a job to be done to the right in Figure 17, is the operator’s need for having more efficient 
and flexible hardware. One pain we have deduced is that scaling with current installed hardware is challenging. 
I.e., the internal pain for the operator is the inability to optimize across resources, and to recombine existing 
software and hardware. The external source for this pain is that provided hardware currently is inflexible with 
one purpose only. Again, incompatible interfaces across devices are a hurdle, and lock-in a reality.  

To the right in Figure 17 we see that operators want to open APIs, to open for innovation, support developers 
and enhance value of third-party services. A current pain is that the operators are limited from combining or 
integrating services with third parties or partners due to closed interfaces. The reason for this is mainly placed 
internal to operators; their culture or outdated market approach is hindering them from opening interfaces to 
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third parties. It does not help that vendors are also not willing to open interfaces. In this case, even manual work 
from operators is not sufficient – they fight against legacy and culture.  



 
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under the Grant Agreement No 856691. 

 

 

Figure 17: Overview of MNOs’ pains and gains, and their origins 
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We also want to mention that battery hungry devices were an external challenge, both to the UEs and things, 
and devices in the network. Spectrum was an external challenge which also must be addressed to carry out the 
important jobs to be done. Finally, the analysis indicated a dilemma that must be handled: to ensure security 
and privacy and at the same time deliver variety. We will not focus on these last challenges in the remains of this 
analysis. 

6.3.1 Splitting the operator into CSP and NOP 

We used the above analysis and depiction in Figure 18 to point at the trade-off between being cost-efficient and 
able to scale3 versus being flexible and deliver variety, customizing, and new combinations. Roughly, the former 
is compiled the blue boxes in Figure 18 and the latter in the green boxes. We suggest that one operator as one 
entity cannot deliver on these ambitions and suggest that the distinction between the NOP and CSP is a way to 
address this. This is summarized in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Overview of how pains and jobs to be done are sorted for the NO and CSP 

The NOP and CSP have different stakes in and responsibility for the pains described in Figure 17 and Figure 18. 
We hold that NO’s role is to operate networks cost-efficiently. Thus, the NOP will aim to deliver variety only while 
still decreasing marginal costs per units sold. Together with demand side economies of scale, which increases 
users and customers’ perceived benefit from the service, this fuels an ambition to grow the market large.  

The CSPs have stakes in delivering variety, to combine its key resources with yet other capabilities and thus 
benefit from economies of scope. Its value proposition is created from re-combination and differentiation, not 
from the pure re-selling of a network service. Thus, the CSP is focusing on profiting from providing complements 
to the NOP.  

6.3.2 CSP and NO user stories 

The above elaboration of CSPs’ and NOPs’ different pains are summarized below in user stories which point the 
CSP’s and NOP’s respective value proposition when delivering components in 5G services.  

6.3.2.1 CSP user story and value proposition with 5G 

• As a Communication Service Provider, my problem is that I cannot combine and integrate differentiated 

connectivity with differentiated services (applications, computing, storage) into one aggregated service, 

serving different customers 

• Currently, I am addressing this with lots of manual integration, and isolated services – which is very costly. 

It also hinders innovative and varied service provisioning.  

 
3 Supply and demand side economies of scale: supply side is to deliver new units at decreasing costs, the demand side is 
increasing benefits among users and customers from increasing installed base of units (direct network effects)  
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• If I was offered ways to acquire and manage different connectivity SLAs and combine them with 

applications etc. efficiently 

• Then I could address the varying needs of many more customers and increase my revenues 

• I could observe the success of this by: see CSP’s business KPIs  

6.3.2.2 NOP user story and value proposition with 5G 

• As a Network Operator, my problem is that I cannot deliver differentiated services end-to-end, without 

increasing costs. There is a trade-off between achieving economies of scale, and differentiation 

• Currently, for end-to-end, I am addressing this with providing “one size fits all”, letting CSPs compete for 

resources. I add capacity, (actually providing high quality to all) and leave differentiation to the CSPs. To a 

certain degree, in the transport network, I use traffic classes to achieve efficient use of resources.   

• If I was offered ways to handle a high and increasing traffic volume with economies of scale (decreasing 

costs per customer using network) and at the same time cost-efficiently being able to allocate and manage 

different SLAs to different CSP and customers for logical networks end-to-end  

• Then I could deliver on new SLA demands from many use cases and customers, at a price point which were 

acceptable and extract more revenues in total (value capturing) – i.e., serve many more CSPs and their 

customers/users without increasing costs, i.e., economies of scale 

• I could observe the success of this by: see NO’s business KPIs  

6.4 Actor roles for NOP and CSP, responsibilities, and slices 

In this section we elaborate on the actor roles for the CSP and NOP, and their respective responsibilities in the 
delivery of 5G services. The telecommunication market, and the 5G market, is a systems market. That is, the 
market is a collection of two or more components together with an interface that allows the component to work 
together (Katz & Shapiro, 1994). They are dependent on each other to deliver the system but combined with an 
interface. Our below generic description of actor roles for delivering 5G services assumes one fully compatible 
system with standardized interfaces. Thus, it is easy (at low cost) to connect technologies from different parties, 
exchange data, and connect UEs. At the end of our analysis, we will comment on the case where actors in any of 
the actor roles choose incompatibility for competitive reasons.   

6.4.1 Generic overview of actor roles 

3GPP suggest actor roles for 5G provisioning where the CSP purchases 5G services from the NOP, as depicted in 
Figure 19. The NOP operates the network and handles all relationships with vendors of hardware and software. 
The CSP faces the customers and combine network services with yet other capabilities; in the example of 4G 
mobile subscriptions the CSP combine network connectivity with VoLTE, texting, and Internet access (browsing) 
(3GPP, 2018). Thus, the NOP provides only the access to and use of the mobile network. In practice, these roles 
are not always clearly distinguished in a commercial MNO. The respective deliveries will be detailed in the next 
sections. 

Figure 20 expands the 5G PPP approach to the CSP (5GPPP, 2020), (5G-VINNI, 2019), (5GPPP & 5G IA Vision and 
Societal Challenges WG, 2021). The Digital Service Provider (DSP) role is added and can be taken by an actor 
different from the CSP, e.g., an enterprise in the health vertical. The actor in this actor role combines network 
services sourced from the NOP with other capabilities and resells to customers in e.g., the health sector. The 
Network Slice as a Service Provider (NSaaS) purchases a complete network form the NOP and offers it to any 
actor (another NOP, any CSP, DSP, service customer) who uses this as needed. Thus, a 5G service can be a service 
which an enterprise subscribes to, or a complete network the enterprise leases. In the following we focus on the 
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former, 5G sold as a service, where the UE must be subscribed to the network. We discuss only the CSP actor 
role. However, the analysis has implications for the DSP. 

 

Figure 19 CSP and Network operator actor roles – combined with 3GPP actor roles (3GPP, 2018) 

 

Figure 20 CSP and Network operator actor roles – combined with 5G PPP suggested actor role (5GPPP & 5G IA Vision 
and Societal Challenges WG, 2021) (5GPPP, 2020) (5G-VINNI, 2019) 
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It follows from the above role distinction that the NOP 
may have multiple CSPs as customers, and that the CSP 
can buy 5G services from multiple NOs. This is 
illustrated in Figure 24. It follows that the NOP 
optimizes on the infrastructure level, with many CSPs 
as customers. The CSP optimizes on the aggregated 
level, combining network services from many NOPs, 
and other services and applications. Next, we focus on 
a one-to-one relationship between an NOP and CSP. 
Figure 21 is a further elaboration of how a 5G service is 
constructed and divided between the NOP and CSP.  

 

Figure 22 Suggestion for how NO and CSP divide composing and delivery of 5G services  

We start at the top of Figure 22. It is a customer who orders a communication service from the CSP, for a specific 
amount of user equipment (UE). The customers purposes with the communication services vary, and thus, the 
attributes of the communication service will vary.  

The CSP combines 5G with applications and yet other services into one offering to the customer. These other 
services can be communication services, such as audio, video, augmented reality and access to an Internet 
equivalent (e.g., a private data network). The services can also be vertical specific applications for the purchasing 
customers, e.g., from sectors such as entertainment, health, manufacturing, or transport (3GPP, 2018). 
Furthermore, the CSP can manage and offer e.g., an edge computing solution integrated in the offering, a vertical 
specific server upon which the applications are running, controllers and NetApps. Mind, the customer can require 
including its own applications and edge in the communication service. 

One of the components in the CSP 5G offering is a network slice instance (NSI). The NSI is specified so that it 
deliver a specific Quality of Services (QoS). The customer purchasing the service from the CSP intends to enable 
(authorize) many UEs to use this NSI to connect to an application. For instance, 5G-HEART suggests that health 
clients swallow a pill-camera which connects to an application via a NSI with low latency; many and changing UEs 
(the pill-camera) will be connected and de-connected to a NSI over time. How the CSP’s customer in turn sell or 
bill the service to its users and customers is a different story. A “logical network” is the intuitive term often used 
to express how the customers’ UEs can access a specific application connected via an NSI.   

Figure 21 Multiple business relationships between NOs 
and CSPs 
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The CSP does not itself deliver the 5G NSI – it sources it from the NO and bundles it into an offering for a 
communication service. The CSP’s role is to identify and interpret the requirements needed by the customer, 
and hand them over to the NOP. These requirements can be handed over to the NO by filling out blueprints, e.g., 
generic slice templates (GSMA, 2021) (5G-VINNi, 2019). Examples of CSP requirements that are turned into NSI 
specifications are:  

• area traffic capacity 

• degree of isolation 

• end-to-end latency 

• degree of mobility 

• overall user density 

• UE speed (3GPP, 2021) 

These specifications must be defined according to values, e.g., high degree of mobility. From the CSP point of 
view, it can offer the NSI across many customers. The CSP can purchase several NSIs from different NOs and 
bundle them into one offering. The CSP can also require the NOP to integrate any virtual network function (VNF) 
or edge computing into the NSI. The CSP may be given administrative rights over the network slice instance it 
purchases, e.g., the capability to administer the UEs [ibid footnote].  

The NOP receives the requirements from the CSP. Based on this, the NOP must design, create, and configure the 
NSI (or re-use an existing), onboard VNFs, and deploy edges. This represents a very important point in the process 
where the NOP shall decide how to deliver on the requirements from the CSP, i.e., the topology/structure in the 
network slice instance and its operation. This decision is solely in the hands of the NOP – the CSP is blind to how 
the slice instance is constituted and delivered.  

The NOP combines its different slice types and network components to provide the NSI the CSP asks for. The 
slices are realized in the mobile core, radio (future), and transport network. In the transport network VPNs and 
traffic classes are used as components. Operator-controlled edge computing can realize e.g., QoS in a slice 
instance.  

The components that are possible to combine for the NOP can become very high and introduce complexity. Thus, 
to configure ever more network slice instances to CSPs and their customers can incur increasing costs for the 
marginal units added. That is, the more UEs and logical networks that must be handled for multiple CSPs, the 
more costly it can become to serve them. This is contradicting the NOP’s ambition to reach economies of scale 
where unit costs for every additional contract should decrease.  

In sum, the CSP’s role is to address customers’ varying demands by wisely composing attractive bundles with 
NSIs as one component. For the NOs, to curb complexity and keep costs down are the main objective and they 
need to find a way to offer NSIs by optimizing slice types and network components.  

The tradeoff between cost-efficiency and variety has previously been introduced but, to our knowledge, not 
elaborated much upon (GSMA, 2019). The indicated solution to this tradeoff is that the NOP provides “soft” slices 
where “the same network resources are multiplexed among different slices” (ibid, page 280). The implication is 
that customers and CSPs must pay more for QoS with very high predictability. With less willingness to pay, NOPs 
may offer differentiated quality classes with statistical multiplexing. In a different section, we elaborate on how 
monitoring and automation become capabilities that are critical to offer QoS levels, and a part of multiplexing 
and resource sharing (Section 5.1).  

6.4.2 Constitution and delivery of 5G services and slice instances by NOs and CSPs 

Figure 23 illustrates how multiple customers are served with the same NSI through specific contracts. It is the 
application on the UE that is deciding which NSI to access. Two applications can be configured with the same NSI 
to be used. Still, the use of the NSI are two different contracts, and two different revenue streams for CSP. One 
UE hosts a client (e.g., health related application) which connects with an application on a customer server via a 
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specific NSI. All is managed under a specific contract between the customer and CSP. The same UE may also hold 
a second client (e.g., application related to work) under a different contract between the CSP and a different 
customer – but using the same NSI. Thus, a further implication is that a UE via contracts is authorized to connect 
to many NSIs (one UE – or SIM – can connect to maximum eight slices simultaneously.  

We assume that the contracts for complete 5G offerings are the driving factor for CSPs’ revenues. That is, the 
CSP can extract revenues from NSIs if it succeeds with varied bundling of services, applications, servers, and 
NetApps. The subscribing of the UEs may also drive the CSP revenues; however, we assume that the volume of 
UEs included in one contract is a topic for negotiation. The CSP has a strong incentive to deliver variety, 
responding to customers varying demand. Differentiation is a competitive advantage for the CSP. It is not 
responsible for the cost of the network operation and will seek variety also in NSIs.  

For the NOP, the increase in variety from a growing number of contracts and UEs works against its supply side 
economies of scale. However, the increase in contracts, UEs and CSPs is good for the demand side economies – 
i.e., all CSPs, customers, and users of UEs benefit the higher their volume is (direct network effect). For the NOP, 
a key objective will be to increase the number of UEs with multiple unique NSI connections and contracts, 
however, keeping the network slice instances and slices down.  

The description of the potential increase in contracts and UE NSI connections indicate higher volume and 
complexity in customer management and configuration. The management of contracts and UEs is a potential 
burden if not handled efficiently, both for the CSP and NOP.  

 

Figure 23 Illustration of how one network slice instance serves many customers with different contracts 

6.4.3 Service concepts components 

Summing up the above analysis, we suggest a structure of a future 5G service concept from the CSP in Table 4. 
A service will be constituted by the components together, their different combinations, and values. It is the NOP 
who provides the NSI. It is not given how the responsibility for applications and edge are divided between the 
parties. 

Table 4 Bundle of components, constituting a 5G service from a CSP (3GPP, 2018) 

 Components 
controlled by 
customers and 3rd 
parties  

CSP controlled components NSI service sourced from NO 
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High 
level 

• applications 

• VNFs 
Specific components: 

• servers/edge/application 
platform 

• controllers 

• NetApps 

• data networks 

• applications 
 

Exposure of management/Self-
service 

• NSI 

• Edge 

 

 

 

 

 

Exposure of management/Self-
service 

Details • Application 
(e.g., 
gaming) 

• Application 
platform  

• Software 
development 
platform, 
Service 
hosting 
environment 
(3GPP , 
2021)  

- NSI specifications (GSMA, 2021) 
(5G-VINNi, 2019), e.g.: 

• area traffic capacity 

• degree of isolation 

• end-to-end latency 

• degree of mobility 

• overall user density 

• UE speed (3GPP, 2021) 
 

 
It is the CSP’s responsibility to aggregate and integrate the components. I.e., also, for the CSP it is important to 
curb complexity and to seek combinations which can cut across many customers and their requirements. We 
expect standard combinations to emerge with time, and that there will be a demand for compatibility between 
CSPs (and NOs).  

The applications that are part of the CSP’s bundle can be communication services, such as audio, video, 
augmented reality, and access to an Internet equivalent (e.g., a private data network/IP-network). The services 
can also be vertical specific applications for the purchasing customers, e.g., from sectors such as entertainment, 
health, manufacturing, or transport.  

6.4.4 “Delivery chain” for 5G services – with examples 

The delivery chain between the customer, CSP and NOP is well described by 3GPP (3GPP, 2021) and replicated 
in Table 5. This delivery chain is a linear process which can also be denoted a customer journey or a value chain. 
It is important because it illustrates what is needed and expected by the CSP and delivered by the NOP. It also 
indicates the necessity for efficient handling of requirements and delivery between parties.  

Table 5 Process for requiring and deliver network slice instance 

Use case stage Evolution/Specification 

Goal  

 

A communication service provider (CSP) uses the network slicing service provided by 
operator to offer communication services to end users. 
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Use case stage Evolution/Specification 

Actors and Roles A CSP request a NOP to provide a network slice instance 

 

Telecom 
resources 

3GPP management system 

Assumptions N/A 

Pre-conditions The CSP and the operator negotiate and sign the communication service requirements 
contract a.k.a. Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

Begins when The CSP declares communication service(s) requirements to the operator. These 
requirements are called Service Level Specification (SLS). The operator triggers the NSI 
preparation phase which includes the on-boarding and verification of network function 
products, feasibility check, preparing the necessary network environment, which are used 
to support the lifecycle of NSIs and any other preparations that are needed in the network 

Step 1 (M) Based on the SLS (e.g., coverage area, number and distribution of users, traffic demand, 
mobility, latency, etc.), the operator prepares the corresponding NSI. 

Step 2 (M) After the NSI preparation phase, the operator triggers the deployment of an NSI. 

1) If the CSP plans to operate services across multiple operators' administrative domains, 
this may require cross-country operations. The operator management system will perform 
cross-domain collaboration with the management systems from other administrative 
domains for NSI deployment. 

2) If customization of TN is required, the operator management system and TN 
management system will first cooperate on network planning of TN. 

3) The operator management system performs overall mapping and coordination among 
different technical domains to provide the end-to-end services via the NSI. If CSP uses the 
NSaaS provided by operator to offer multiple communication services to end users, related 
operations (e.g., performance monitoring) are performed considering requirements for 
each communication service. 

Step 3 (O) If requested, the operator provides management data of the NSI to the authorized CSP 
according to the communication service requirements. Examples of management data 
that could be provided to CSP include service availability and reliability, UE traffic 
information, etc. 

Ends when The operator maintains the NSI during the lifecycle of the NSI. 

Exceptions One of the steps identified above fails. 

Post-conditions The NSI(s) is provided by the operator to the CSP to support one or more communication 
services. 

 
In Table 6 we illustrate a 5G delivery chain when we add CSP customers. The CSP can have several customers 
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and contracts for the same NSI. We use the examples of an entertainment and manufacturer provider to 
illustrate the relationship between the customer and the CSP. We assume that an entertainment provider is 
selling an application to end-users and wants to bundle it with a specific connectivity QoS. The manufacturer 
wants to connect robots within the factory to the network.  

Table 6 Delivery chain for different roles, and their main needs in the process 

Actor role Entertainment example Manufacturing example 

Customer  
1-n 

 

Require 

As an entertainment provider, I need 
to efficiently order/change specific 
connectivity for the applications I am 
selling. 

I need my customers/specific clients on 
UEs to be connected to the network 
with specific QoS 

As a manufacturer, I need to efficiently 
order/change a geographically limited 
network service for my site.  

I need the devices and vehicles (UEs) on 
my site to be connected to the network 
with specific SLA 

Subscriptions  
to NSI 

with specific  
QoS 

  

Deliver 

 

CSP 

 

Require 

Entertainment CSP/Manufacturer CSP 

I enable one customer to combine its application with 
entertainment/manufacturer specific servers, controllers and NetApps. I have 
ordered, or must order from the NO, a NSI with network requirements such as 
coverage area, number and distribution of users, mobility, latency. The NSI I can 
offer to more customers.  

 

NSI with 
specific  

QoS 

  

Deliver 

 

NO 

As an NO, I need to provide differentiation and deliver on QoS promises, while 
being able to scale and be cost-efficient. I.e., I configure the network slice instance 
and deliver to the CSP. 

I enable one group of subscribed UE/CEs to send/receive traffic at specified QoS 
within the NSI.  

I decide which slice type(s) and VNFs to apply to ensure the given QoS for the 
endpoints in the network slice instance  

I want to use as few slices/components as possible to scale and be cost-efficient. 

 

The key take-aways from the elaboration on the delivery chain are the following:  

- The future (entertainment) customer enters into a contract with the CSP, and the customer’s UEs are 

subscribed to a NSI 
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- The CSP provides a differentiated NSI; several customers have contracts for a certain number of UE 

subscriptions to the NSI 

- The CSP orders the NSI from the NOP, without engaging in how the NSI is constituted 

- The NOP provides the NSI to the CSP, as cost-efficient as possible  

- It also follows that there is a need for an efficient total process for testing, configuring, order/change 

for customers, VNFs, applications and UEs 

6.5 Business KPIs for CSPs and NOPs 

Business KPIs can help to measure if the CSPs’ and NOPs’ succeed with addressing their pains and value 
propositions, and enable them to focus on how to grow the market and extract profit. Based on the above 
analysis we have suggested the business KPIs in Table 7. The business KPIs are aligned with technological KPIs 
and they will individually address several of those, but also add to them (5G-SOLUTIONS, 2020). The exact 
measure is still not finally developed for all KPIs. 

The first four business KPIs are valid for offerings which are one contract per NSI, and multiple contracts per NSI. 
In the context of 5G-SOLUTIONS, this means that they are valid both for single living-labs, and multi-living labs. 
The KPIs for the NOP, NO 2-5 are those that are specific to the multi-living lab, i.e., these are the business KPIs 
which address multiple contracts per NSI and the tradeoff between variety and cost-efficiency.  

The KPIs CSP 1 and NO 1 suggested in Table 7 will measure their ability to address the pains caused by of manual 
work and high labor costs (refer to Figure 17 for pains). The KPI CSP 2 will measure the CSP’s ability to open its 
interfaces towards customers and third parties and being able to recombine and provide variety. CSP 3 is a 
suggestion for the factors that drives the market for the CSP and for which it should set high ambitions. 

Table 7 Business KPIs for the CSP and NO implementing 5G 

 

Business KPIs  

CSP 1 Ordering/Preparation/Delivery/Deploy time: 1) decreasing over time; 2) ambition (xx hours) 

CSP 2 
• Increase in other parties’ joint innovation activity with services and network capabilities, e.g., 

specific services to vertical customers, and VNFs 
• Increase in ability to expose capabilities to vertical customers 

CSP 3 
• Increase in the number customers of and contracts for services including NSIs Yearly 

100%???) 
• Increase in UEs/SIMs connected to multiple NSIs (Yearly 20%???) 
• Revenue increase over time. Profit rate stabilizing at high level (reflecting good value 

proposition)  

NO 1 The NOP’s ability to:  
1) efficiently handle/configure CSPs’ order of NSI with specific SLA, and  
2) translate the CSP orders into the optimal NO slice types 
3) Increase in ability to expose capabilities to CSPs and other customers 

NO 2 Decreasing costs for testing and monitoring concurrent customer contracts and/or slices 
simultaneously  

NO 3 
• Increase in the number of use-cases, customers, contracts (Yearly 100%???) 
• Increase in UEs/SIMs connected to multiple network slice instances (Yearly 20%???)  
• Consolidating number of slice instances needed to serve customers/CSPs 
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Business KPIs  

Revenue pattern over time: Revenue increase over time → relative increase in EBITDA as 
customer volume increases and costs curbed → i.e., taking advantage of supply and demand side 
economies of scale 

NO 4 Decrease in average cost for serving CSPs, customers, use cases and contracts, UEs’ NSI 
connections 
(→ indicating economies of scale, i.e., can add new customers with less costs associated) 

NO 5 Increase in rate for customers & contracts / network slice instances (and slice types) 
(→ high increase for customers and contracts, slow increase in slice instances (and slice types))  
(→ indicating NO’s ability to provide differentiation, without increasing slice instances (and slice 
types) 

 
For the NOP, the KPI NO 2 reflects the need for it to decrease the cost of carrying out tests of new customer 
contracts, and to monitor them. This concerns a specific technological KPI which addresses the complexity of 
testing and monitoring concurrent customer contracts across NSIs and slices simultaneously. I.e., the costs of 
this must be curbed and decrease when the customer volume increases to be sustainable. 

The KPIs NO 3-5 are addressing the pains of not being able to handle volume, without increasing costs. NO 3 calls 
for a high growth in customers, contracts and UEs connecting to multiple NSIs, and a consolidating number of 
slices instances to serve them. To measure this KPI ensures a high growth of the main factor driving revenues 
and simultaneously curbing costs. NO 4 checks that the costs are decreasing while volume grows. The KPIs NO 3 
and 4 are measuring the NOs’ ability to address pains with inefficient ways of work and inability to optimize and 
recombine resources.  

Finally, NO 5 measures that the relative relationship between the number of contracts decreases at a steep rate, 
and that the NO can handle high volumes and some differentiation simultaneously. Implicitly, it is addressing the 
trade-off between scaling and variety revealed in the pain analysis. This KPI is new and specific to the analysis of 
multi-living labs.  

We have carried out this analysis as if there is full compatibility in the system, i.e., between all the CSPs and NOs 
and other relevant technologies. Thus, the pains identified can be solved by solutions that are in the control of 
CSPs and NOs, they are internal. However, we have pointed at potential sources for pains that are external to 
the CSP and NO, for instance inflexible hardware and hardware and software with proprietary interfaces (for 
configuring, integration, and network management). We suggest introducing a KPI for degree of openness, i.e., 
one that measures the probability for both technological and business success of the implementation of 5G. With 
openness we here mean the implementation of easy and cheap compatibility between 5G components achieved 
by standards or open-source software. As with all markets, this is also subject to competitive forces. Below we 
will elaborate on this. Our distinction between the CSP and NO allow us to point at different competitive forces 
for the two.  

6.6 The case(s) of incompatibility between systems 

In system markets there can be more than one system. Such markets are subject to switching costs and network 
effects, which in turn lead to competitive dynamics of lock-in and tipping to one dominant system. High costs 
for, or no compatibility (gateways) can be used to freeze provider-buyer relationships and one player may have 
incentives to initial low prices to tip the market into its dominance and de-facto standard interfaces. This is a 
well-known strategy. CSPs have tried to lock-in subscribers by denying number portability, NOs have locked in 
MVNOs by long-term contracts, and hyperscalers compete for market dominance with non-compatible cloud 
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computing interfaces between them. In the pains described in Figure 17, vendors have locked-in operators by 
providing proprietary interfaces and letting operators carry high integration costs for cross-vendor hardware.  

Lock-in and tipping can be beneficial for the single actor, even though it is not the best solution for the market. 
In markets with network effects, customers, complementors, innovators and users will mostly benefit from a 
large and growing installed base being compatible. However, CSPs, network operators, vendors, hyperscalers, 
and application providers are all candidates for trying to establish switching costs and tipping, as individual actors 
or in an actor role. Their motivation is to create an exclusive market (lock-in) with initial low prices to build market 
and higher long-term margins for themselves, and exclusive rights to e.g., a de-facto standard interface.  

To choose compatibility over proprietary interfaces in an unregulated market, actors must either find it more 
attractive to be compatible, or customers must be able to force compatibility on the sellers. When choosing 
compatibility, e.g., network operators and application providers have found that they are not able to deliver on 
the value proposition alone. They are interdependent on each other to create value for the customer. This could 
in turn lead to an alliance which enforced yet other actors to comply to compatibility. To enforce compatibility 
over others, e.g., network operators ally to enforce vendors to enable easy integration across hardware.  

These counterforces in a in a system market between different actors and their motivations can lead to inertia, 
a so-called chicken and egg market which does not evolve because actors are waiting to see if they can pursuit a 
dominant position.  

The NOPs’ economies of scale and CSPs’ ability to mix and match are founded in perceived vertical customers’ 
requirements for cost and time efficiency, and re-combination and innovation. Their ability to deliver on 
customer expectations is first question of organizing internally, and second, a question of coordinating with other 
actor roles in the 5G market.  

In (Shapiro & Varian, 1999), Shapiro and Varian suggest that the likelihood for tipping increases when there is a 
low demand for variety and high economies of scale. We have learnt that the competition in the NOP’s market 
is affected by economies of scale, but it is important to curb variety. Thus, for the NOP there is a high probability 
for a tipping market into one dominant (proprietary) standard or provider.  

For the CSP, there is a high demand for variety, and at least economies of scope, i.e., ability to recombine existing 
resources with new ones. Thus, the likelihood for tipping is small; instead, we can expect to see several major 
providers, potentially surviving with several standards. However, even for the CSP we can imagine discontent 
with incompatibility between e.g., different verticals and higher costs for buy-passing such incompatibility.  

The implication is that if the 5G market reaches very high volumes we should expect that one standard has 
emerged. Alternatively, because of competing forces, the market will not kick-off or the total market volume is 
smaller and locked-in to a few providers who profit from their dominance. In this situation, it is up to the actors, 
their alliances, and formal standardization development organizations to agree on and implement the means for 
full compatibility.  

According to Schmidt and Werle in (Schmidt & Werle. , 1998) the act of coordinating standardization is easier 
between the CSP and NOP, or the NOP and its vendors. This so-called vertical compatibility is possible to achieve 
with coordination and negotiations since all parties seem to be better off. It is more challenging to get e.g., 
vendors to agree on compatibility between them – so-called horizontal compatibility. In short, the individual 
actors fear to be much worse off with if they adhere to a standard different than the one, they control 
themselves.  

The NOP, which is subject to economies of scale, should be interested in full compatibility. We suggest that the 
CSPs, who want to complement and operate across NOPs also require compatibility. Thus, they must collaborate 
to build the market large together, and then compete for their share of this market. Their competitive advantage 
towards other NOPs and CSPS must be found in other factors than switching costs and lock-in. We will comment 
on this in the final section.   
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6.7 Competitive advantages in the emerging 5G market 

We suggest where NOPs and CSPs can look for competitive advantages based on the above analysis Table 8.  

Table 8 Relative competitive advantage delivering 5G components and services 

What NO CSP OTT/hyperscaler 

Ubiquitous connectivity, mobility, 
coverage, QoS 

   

(Vertical specific) Controllers, NetApps 

   

On premise Edge computing 

   

Mobile Edge Computing 

   

We suggest that the NOP’s ability to deliver ubiquitous connectivity, with mobility, coverage and QoS is an 
advantage that the CSP, OTT or hyperscaler are not in position to do. The CSP is in a very good position to deliver 
controllers and NetApps; however, 5G is composed so that also OTTs position itself into this actor role. We 
suggest that OTTs or hyperscalers such as AWS which are in a better position than CSPs regarding edge computing 
on (e.g., factory) premises. However, regarding mobile edge computing which will function in combination with 
ubiquitous connectivity, the CSP also is in a good starting position because of its existing relationship with the 
NOP.  

Table 9 Factors which may differentiate one MNO from the other – where to build competitive advantage 

What MNO 1 MNO 2 

CSP Business KPIs  CSP 1 better than CSP 2 CSP 2 

- Ability to bundle services 
- Order efficiency 
- Openness 
- Increasing customer base 

when delivering on business 
KPIs 

 

NO Business KPIs  NO 1 better than NO 2 NO 

- Order efficiency 
- Test and monitor 
- Ability to scale, cost efficiency 
- Increasing customer base 
- Decrease in average costs 
- Many customers/contracts – few slice types 

when delivering on KPIs 

 

 

We suggest that the relative competitive advantage between competing MNOs can be found in their ability to 
deliver on the business KPIs. In the short run, in a systemic market with network effects, better performance will 
increase the customer base. For the NOP, this will build a position for improving economies of scale compared 
to others. Potentially, better performance and vertical clustering with one CSP may lead to barriers to shift to 
other CSPs. In the longer run, when and if 5G services become standardized across providers, the CSP’s ability to 
continuously develop bundles and NOP’s ability to deliver differentiated quality with economies of scale may be 
the competitive source (Table 9).  
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6.8 Operator value proposition/business assessment 

Operators value proposition from serving use cases with shared slices are elaborated in (5G-SOLUTIONS, 2022). 
Operators are responding to what they perceive as a requirement for more differentiated services. For many use 
cases, the costs for private dedicated slices cannot be justified. Thus, there is a potentially un-served market for 
differentiated services, provided as shared slices. Operators must serve a potentially high volume of use cases 
with cost- and operational efficiency, reflected in a lower price. In Section 3.1, we explore if and how operators 
can achieve cost- and operational efficiency with sharing of slices, while keeping sufficient levels of performance 
and isolation.  

Here, we assume there is a demand for differentiated services for use cases, provided as a shared slice. This 
market does not currently exist and must be created. D8.1B propose that the 5G market will eventually 
materialize and start growing. This market is fueled by the demand and market growth predicted in different 
vertical sectors. If we assume that the 5G markets start at zero and grow over time, we propose the following 
hypotheses for future market growth in different sub-markets, seen from the operator perspective: 

• A bests effort 5G eMBB market (Type II). This is the continuation of the current 4G, MBB market. 

• A market for private, dedicated networks/slices. (Type I and III). This is continuation of markets which 
currently apply WiFi and other specialized local connectivity. 

• A market for public 5G services with differentiated QoS, where the slices are shared between use cases 
and customers (Type IV). There is currently no (or few) markets with such characteristics, and it will have 
to be facilitated and created by the presence of such services. 

Note that we here discuss only 5G connectivity. Such services can be bundled with other resources in all the 
three markets. How a bundle can be composed is elaborated in (5G-SOLUTIONS, 2022).   

 

 

Figure 24: Hypothesis for future 5G market growth 
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6.9 Social Acceptance 
As described earlier in this document, the MLL presents a new level of interaction between customers and UCs, 

enabling in principle one or more use cases from different Living Labs as well. MLL could be described as a cross-

domain ecosystem with various subsystems, thus creating an environment in which a cohesive and coherent 

experience is offered. The combination of the various UCs might raise interdependence, redesigning the 

interaction of the user with the features enabled by 5G technology. Based on these conditions, MLL is expected 

to be more comprehensible and trustable, as well as it might improve customers’ engagement and enable a 

wider opportunity of interaction at a transversal level.  

Interaction is intended as the relationship that instantiates between UCs from different LLs and the 

customers, including the effects they can produce. The interaction is the necessary condition for defining 

the MLL as a new system that includes subsystems, in which the customer has the function to 

understand and discover (the narrations of) UCs and their respective affordances, conjoining these elements, and 

making them work as a whole. 

The SAT methodology, used for the assessment of Social Acceptance in D1.1B, provided data on the propensity 

to adopt 5G technology, taking into consideration the four Living Labs and their specific fields of action. 

Stakeholders’ engagement techniques were adopted to performing this assessment, including inter-alia: 

workshops and focus groups, as well as provisioning of “pills of information” to raise awareness about the 

relevant aspects and scenarios (e.g. infosheets, infographics and videos) to explain the use cases of each Living 

Lab. A tailored questionnaire and a focus group during a workshop allowed to carry out an evaluation of SAT 

indicators. The results, which are in general good enough (i.e. overall propensity to adopt is 73%), have shown 

some potential margins for improvements for some factors such as: likeability, usefulness, and domain 

engagement, as well as propensity to trust in some cases.  

For this reason, this document focuses on two key indicators of the SAT (i.e. likeability and usefulness) and two 

properties of the user profile (i.e. domain engagement and propensity to trust). Indeed, the research activities 

aim to identify margins for improvement of the good results of the propensity to adopt assessed in D1.1b. 

Specifically, improvements are expected to be carried out through a better score of the domain engagement and 

its impact on perceived usefulness, likeability, and trust. While use cases in the Living Labs belong to a specific 

domain (i.e. manufacturing, energy, smart cities and ports, media & entertainment) and therefore users are 

required to have a relative tailored interest and specific competences, the MLL opens the opportunity to 

establish use cases involving different domains and activities which can be better understood by a wider 

audience, especially if the narration of use cases relies on typical daily situations.  

As above mentioned, such a coherent environment perceived as a whole, in which the customer experience has 

to be tailored too for discoverability, could improve engagement, empowerment, and the expectations of a 

given situation, e.g. benefits impacting on likeability and usefulness. In that, communication and narration of 

UCs are useful in a descriptive way, as to further test the user's ability to identify and mentalise in each situation 

and to explore the new relationship with MLL UCs.  
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Discoverability is defined, according to UX design principles, as the degree of ease with which the 

customers can find all relevant information, features and services of a new system when they first 

encounter it. It is considered an additional level of ease of use and a more precise argument for MLL to 

better describe the overall experience of the customer in the system and better comprehend the feedback about 

the interactions that exist between them. The customer’s perception of the system is linked to the interactions 

with UCs and the expectation of given situations and effects produced by those interactions. 

In this sense, MLL should rely on the concepts of interaction and discoverability as well, together with the 

identified margins for improvements (i.e. usefulness, likeability, domain engagement and propensity to trust). 

Moreover, for its definition, MLL will provide a horizontal engagement on multiple levels, which therefore does 

not force the customer experience into already predefined schema and domains. 

This can lead to increased ease of use since the perception of UCs is more organic and predictable, and so are 

the expectations from interactions. Therefore, benefits from such an integrated system involve both 

engagement and trust, as predictability makes the system self-explanatory, but also the perceived usefulness 

and the overall likeability. It follows that the stronger the relationship of interdependence is, the more will be 

the propensity to adopt.  

In this section, results from desktop research are reported to validate this approach. A preliminary assessment 

will be carried out by using a selected group of MLL use cases. 

With the results of this preliminary assessment of the MLL, the 5G-SOLUTIONS project aims to provide in D10.4b 

a further detailed and complete assessment of the project considering the social perspectives as well.   

6.9.1 Desktop Assessment 

In this section, a desktop assessment is conducted to verify if the above statement can be confirmed (i.e. 

improvements expected through a better score of the domain engagement and its impact on perceived 

usefulness, likeability, and trust). In doing that, notions of engagement, interaction and discoverability are 

explored to better define their role in the whole system and how the user experience can benefit from them in 

a digital environment such as the MLL.  

A preliminary definition of engagement is necessary to clarify which kind of engagement is intended in this 

research. Although the term is widely used, its definition remains ambiguous even in the scientific literature and 

is not clearly recognisable, and often fades too in that one of interaction.  

Engagement is here intended as the conjunction of “usable interaction”, characterised by ease of use, reliability, 

learnability, and “feedback”, thus related to the perceived performance. In this sense, engagement entangles 

interaction, the customer and the “system performance” in its definition (Doherty & Doherty, 2019). 

Moreover, engagement must be considered a dynamic process that changes: new interactions and actors 

redefine the system and the relationship between them, which must therefore be explored in all its new 

possibilities. In fact, engagement is not a static variable, as the subjects involved can go from a status of active 

engagement to a passive one, or also to disengagement (Oertel, et al., 2020) (Kelders, van Zyl, & Ludden, 2020). 

That is the case of MLL, where engagement experiences this shift from a single mode of interaction to a multi-

mode one, involving more LLs and/or UCs, leading to the composition of a redefined system and the instantiation 
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of new relationships. MLL in addition brings with it richer interactions, so the system feels more explorable from 

the user’s point of view, rather than the single-oriented task defined in LLs. Indeed, as a dynamic process, 

engagement brings with it changes that also affect affordances, content, and control that the user has on the 

system, also involving its perceptions and expectations while performing a task or an activity (Doherty & Doherty, 

2019). 

Therefore, discoverability is a crucial concept that must be introduced to better define how the customer 

perceives the affordances and the new possibilities of action and then learn how to interact with a particular 

context (Stephanidis, Salvendy, & Antona, 2019). In this regard, the narration of UCs within the MLL is useful to 

guide the exploration and works as a control parameter, balancing the feedback both for the customer’s 

expectations and for the system. At the same time, providing too much information can interfere with the 

interactions in the system and thus lead to confusion, high cognitive effort, and negative experiences 

(Stephanidis, Salvendy, & Antona, 2019). 

MLL must support the freedom of choice of the customer in its interactions with the system, thus being capable 

of voluntarily instantiating the interaction. Moreover, engagement has the function to empower the customer 

giving more autonomy and control over the environment and the possibility to have positive experiences and 

benefits.  

This form of voluntary engagement (Doherty & Doherty, 2019) can improve the perceived usability 

and can increase motivation to use the system, also leading to long-term engagement. In this way, 

perceived usefulness and likeability can benefit from this approach (Hornbæk & Hertzum, 2017). In 

fact, part of the system status can be measured through customer engagement and its values, such as interaction 

and subjective experience [1]. 

As pointed out by the authors of (Stephanidis, Salvendy, & Antona, 2019), it is important to specify which subject 

controls the interaction by providing feedback promptly, defining roles in multi-user systems in public spaces (as 

MLL), and supporting the customer experience. For instance, the authors of (Salim & Haque, 2015) claim that 

information and contents of an interface or a display can highly stimulate customers and put them in the 

condition to start discovering and learning, thus appreciating the interaction created and producing an active 

engagement (Memarovic, Langheinrich, & Alt, 2012). In this sense, discovery-based learning gives to the 

customer a degree of freedom for interacting and exploring the environment (Dong, Dontcheva, & Joseph, 2012), 

leading to sustained interaction and reinforcing long-term engagement and inter-dependability.  

Moreover, customer interaction has an important role in Information Systems research, as it comprehends topics 

related to technology acceptance, trust, and privacy.  

Even more important, interaction is what shapes the relationship between the customer and the system and the 

related tasks or use cases. In this regard, a system capable of providing feedback through an appropriate 

response can positively influence the customer’s perception of its trust and likeability.  

In (Rzepka & Berger, 2018) authors have conducted research on the “user interaction” framework in Information 

Systems by analysing a broad literature on the topic. The study has shown how interaction, taken as the medium 

between the user and the system, is not only essential to complete a task or an action, but also an important 

tool for testing the status of the whole system. Following that, interaction has to include in itself attributes and 

qualities (i.e. discoverability, modality, usefulness, likeability in this case – see Figure 25) that help the user shape 

the relationship with the system and consequently give the system the ability to give appropriate and relevant 

feedback to the customer. 
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Figure 25: Customer interaction with Multi Living Lab 

The conducted research has taken into consideration the SAT methodology (Occhipinti, Carnevale, Briguglio, 

Iannone, & Bisconti, 2022) as a starting point and namely, the bubble regarding User Experience as a useful 

framework for analysing and describing the relationship of a subject towards a new technology. User experience 

involves in its definition the perception of technology and the expectation of the interaction with it, thus 

providing feedback on potential benefits and risks and coherence between the user and the system. Interaction 

is in fact a key factor in improving user engagement with technology, as through its attributes and qualities it 

manages to improve the ease of use and usability of the entire experience. Therefore, the MLL must depend on 

a model that is (C., B., A., & U., 2012):  

• explanatory, the experience with the product or system must be able to be illustrated;  

• prescriptive, which can be used and understood by the user;  

• descriptive, experiences must be communicated in a clear and motivational way through storytelling 

and narration of UCs.  

In this view, MLL should be tailored for this type of experience and put the customer at the center, designing rich 
interactions to stimulate engagement and usability by connecting the different UCs of the LLs. Moreover, LLs 
(e.g., smart cities, media, and entertainment) must be seen as collaborative environments allowing more space 
for discovery-based learning and interactions, thus making the engagement of the user a key point to conjoin 
experiences from different UCs. From the user’s standpoint, this translates into a clearer and more usable 
system, indeed the perceived usefulness and likeability make the experience more coherent and allow the user 
to feel more “in the loop”. In this sense, technology is perceived as more trustworthy based on its reliability and 
responsiveness in meeting customer and societal expectations and needs. As a result, customers feel 
empowered by having the possibility to take control of actions in the ecosystem and not be excluded or 
overwhelmed by it. In this perspective, engagement emphasises more on autonomy, needs, and motivations of 
the customers, encouraging positive experiences. Without that, the use of technology can be perceived as 
disembodied and one-sided. Taking engagement as a constituent part of the relationship between users and 
technology is made clear that is an active relationship, thus leading to the examination of what role have 
technologies in our lives (Doherty & Doherty, 2019). 
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6.10 Conclusions  

In conclusion, we suggest business KPIs for the CSP and NOP which will push them towards delivering on the 
demand for variety and being able to scale and be cost efficient. Aside from arriving at these business KPIs, we 
are suggesting the following key takeaways:  

- When MNOs deliver 5G services, they must handle a tradeoff between delivering variety and being 

cost efficient (and scale) 

- We need to split the CSP and NOP roles to handle the tradeoff 

- The CSP focuses on variety – combining components and offer bundles to customers 

- The NOP focuses on cost efficiency and ability to scale – keeping complexity down 

- A 5G service is constituted by the combined components from CSP and NOP 

- Ability to efficient administration of order and delivery is critical for both CSP and NOP 

- Both CSP and NOP want the number of customers, contracts, and UEs to increase at a high rate, 

reaching a high volume 

- The NOP needs to keep number of components and slices down 

- Full compatibility is a prerequisite for high volume growth and should be an ambition for the CSP and 

NOP. However, competitive forces may affect this system market in unknown ways, due to actors 

aiming to dominate markets. 
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7 LL5 UCs Performance Evaluation and Lessons Learned 
In this section, each MLL UC provides detailed description on the UC, status, performance evaluation (if there 

are experiment results), and next steps.  

7.1 UC5.1 Experiment and Performance Evaluation (IBM) 

UC5.1 is based on UC3.4, which focuses on smart buildings/campus and implements two slice types, mMTC for 
the indoor positioning and predicative maintenance of IoT devices and eMBB for the enhanced monitoring and 
object detection based on ultra-high-resolution cameras. The UC5.1 trials are executed in IBM’s 5G testbed 
facility located in the Dublin campus, and is relying on the AmariSoft 5G self-contained node, which supports 
both SA and NSA modes. 

7.1.1 UC description 

In UC3.4, two sets of scenarios are explored with very different requirements in terms of network resources. The 
first scenario consists of predictive maintenance for a number of IoT devices deployed and connected using an 
mMTC slice, while the second explores enhanced video analytics with the use of ultra-high resolution cameras 
connected through an eMBB 5G slice. In UC5.1 we look at the deployment of both the slices concurrently in order 
to measure the impact and the cost that such a simultaneous deployment will have on the performance of the 
system and the network slices deployed. Figure 26below shows the testbed architecture and set up at the IBM 
Dublin campus.  

 
Figure 26: IBM testbed architecture and set up 

More details about the testbed are presented in Deliverable 5.3C. The objectives of UC5.1 is to measure KPIs 
related to the network as well as to the performance of the two use case scenarios that enable this MLL when 
operating two slices at the same time. In particular, this MLL use case explores the following aspects:  

• Resource utilization of the AmariSoft 5G node when running concurrent slices, namely mMTC and eMBB 
• Network KPIs when operating concurrent slices namely mMTC and eMBB 
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• Application KPIs when operating two UC scenarios concurrently, namely, the predictive maintenance 
case and the enhanced video monitoring case  
 

Some of these aspects were visited in Cycle 2 such as the resource utilization of the AmariSoft 5G node, while 
some are explored in the current cycle. The list of KPIs that are in scope in this MLL has been revised according 
to the capabilities of the 5G node as well as the achievable scenarios and the availability of the hardware and 
software support for certain advanced capabilities of 5G. More information about the list of KPIs explored in 
UC5.1 can be found in Deliverable 1.1B. 

 

7.1.2 Value Analysis  

The MLL use case 5.1 is based on LL use case 3.4. Please refer to UC 3.4 for details about motivation and solution 
descriptions. Here, we elaborate on how and why the use case may benefit from being served by more than one 
slice.  

Technical Values  

UC5.1 has two scenarios, each of which requires different network services and resource. Scenario 1 consists of 
predictive maintenance for a number of IoT devices deployed and connected using an mMTC slice, while the 
second explores enhanced video analytics with the use of ultra-high-resolution cameras connected through an 
eMBB 5G slice. Therefore, two network slices (eMBB and mMTC) are provisioned to this single UC. However, the 
two scenarios are closely related to each other, which leads to a close interaction between the two network 
slices.  

As shown in the following tables (Table 10 - Table 13), each scenario has a set of network KPIs (related to the 
network slice performance) and application KPIs (related to the application performance specific to each 
scenario), respectively.  

 

KPI Target Measurement method/formula Justification 

Positioning 
accuracy  

< 1m  Compare calculated position with 
actual location  

– for enhanced predictive maintenance of 
IoT devices– help the operation team to 
know the exact position of massive 
number of IoT devices – help in mobile 
scenarios, e.g., asset tracking and indoor 
aerial vehicles  

Coverage  > 99.9%  Data reception success rate when 
device in different locations 
(statistical sampling from >1000 
measurements in different 
locations)  

– IoT sensors need to be covered with 
high probability to allow real-time 
monitoring of device status and anomaly 
measurement – useful for mobile 
scenarios for a seamless handover and 
less service disruption  

Reliability  Best effort % of data delivered without data 
corruption  

 

Connection 
density  

> 1  Evaluate service while increasing 
device density  

– massive IoT where many IoT devices are 
deployed around campus 
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Table 10: Scenario 1 with a mMTCT slice and required network KPIs 

KPI Target Measurement method/formula Justification 

Projection of 
battery life 

number of 
years 

How many years can it be 
prolonged (e.g., will it last for) 

– the benefits of using 5G technology as 
compared to other technologies such as 
Wi-Fi to prolong the battery lifetime  

Energy 
reduction  

%percentage % energy reduction when choosing 
the best power saving mode 

– the benefits of using 5G technology and 
power saving modes to reduce energy 
consumption 

Table 11: Scenario 1 with a mMTC slice and required application KPIs 

 

KPI Target Measurement method/formula Justification 

Coverage  > 99.9%  Data reception success rate when 
device in different locations (statistical 
sampling from >1000 measurements in 
different locations)  

– prevent service disruption if the 
cameras are deployed at different 
locations covered by the cell – help in 
mobile scenarios, e.g., indoor aerial 
surveillance 

Reliability  > 99.99%  % of data delivered without data 
corruption  

– wireless networks must reliably 
transmit large amounts of data at 
very high speeds to ensure no 
degradation in quality of videos- 
reliability for less blurry video 
streaming at high frame per second 
(FPS) and frame refresh rate (FRR)  

Data Rate  > 100Mbps  

(per cell) 

Throughput measurement at a device  – average uplink rate per camera is 
25 Mbps, and for 4 cameras, it yields 
100 Mbps 

Latency  < 10ms  Network + elaboration latency in 
normal operation mode  

– stringent delay requirements for 
seamless real-time surveillance and 
monitoring, especially for mission 
critical applications such as anomaly 
detection and emergency situations  

 

Table 12: Scenario 2 with an eMBB slice and required network KPIs 

KPI Target Measurement method/formula Justification 

False positive  < 5% Manual check of alerts reported over a 
sample period of time 

– the false positive rate of alerts 
reported by the system needs to 
remain low  
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False 
negative 

< 5% Manual check of unreported alerts over 
a sample period of time 

– the rate of unreported alerts needs 
to remain low 

Incident type 
(severity 
level)  

Low / 

Medium / 

High 

Cross check by human operator of the 
severity level reported vs actual 

– the system needs to be able to 
categorise incidents based on their 
levels of severity. 

Table 13: Scenario 2 with an eMBB slice and required application KPIs 

Unlike UC3.4 “Smart buildings – smart campus” which runs the two scenarios separately (i.e., with only one slice 
at a time), in UC5.1, the two scenarios run concurrently and can benefit from their interdependence or 
interactions. Scenario 1 can benefit from the object detection capability of Scenario 2 to improve the positioning 
accuracy whereas Scenario 2 can leverage the sensing data collected in Scenario 1 to achieve more efficient 
object monitoring and update object inventories timelier. Considering the tight interdependence between the 
two scenario applications, the application KPIs are not only significantly affected by the network KPIs of the 
individual slice associated with the application (e.g., Scenario 1 application is associated with the mMTC slice 
whereas Scenario 2 application is associated with the eMBB slice), but also influenced by the interactions 
between the two slices.  

As a Type II MLL UC, UC5.1 is specialized in the following challenges and thus its experimentation provides insight 
to address these challenges: 

• How to optimize the resource allocation and maximize the overall application KPIs of two scenarios 
concurrently, i.e., by distributing limited resources (provided by a single 5G node) properly between 
two slices? In the MLL context, a set of new application KPIs would be expected to describe the two 
scenarios jointly and reflect the complementary influence brought by serving these two scenarios 
concurrently with two concurrent network slices. Note that such KPIs cannot be measured in UC3.4, 
when two scenarios run independently, without the benefit of interaction. On the other hand, running 
two network slices concurrently challenges the resource availability, which could be an issue for a 
private 5G node like in UC5.1. When the overall resource does not support two network slices in the 
ideal setup, what tradeoff can be made to optimize the overall application KPIs, which may imply sub-
optimal KPIs for one scenario?  

• How to take advantages of resource sharing to maximize the resource utilization for operators? Since 
the two slices are provisioned to the same UC or customer, some network functions and network data 
can be shared between these two slices, which can save extra resources, compared to other Quadrant 
2 UCs where the multiple slices need higher level of isolation.  

• How to orchestrate the operations of the two slices to maximize the benefit of interaction?  

Business Values  

For the sake of clarity and without entering in technical details, it is considered an MLL-UC which is based on 
connected devices (i.e. cameras and sensors). Cameras can be used for inspection purposes, as well as for sharing 
high-quality media contents. Sensors, mainly including wireless sensors powered by batteries, are used for 
monitoring and control purposes. Based on the needed resolution, which can continuously vary on-demand, 
cameras can require a network characterised by eMMB capabilities (i.e. Massive Broadband, large throughput). 
In so doing, deciding to instantiate a network with eMMB slice will ensure cameras to provide their maximum 
throughput without compromises.  

However, using the same eMMB slice can drastically impact the power consumption of the connected wireless 
sensors, i.e. reducing their lifecycle from years to weeks or less.  

For this reason, it is strongly beneficial to consider a network with adaptive capabilities, i.e. adapting and sharing 
resources on-demand as suggested in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Adaptative Shared Network with two slices 

 

Specifically, based on-demand capabilities, a switch can enable eMMB or mMTC slice (or both) in order to 
maximise the cost function (fC) that can be dependent from technical (Tech) variables (e.g. performance and 
isolation), business (Biz) variables (e.g. operational costs) and societal (Soc) variables as well (e.g. environment, 
safety). 

fC = fC (Tech, Biz, Soc) 

In this perspective, the holistic assessment methodology adopted by the 5G-SOLUTIONS project fits well with the 
above-mentioned MLL model, which allows the validation of use cases by considering the different, as well as 
entangled, dimensions: i.e. technical, business and societal. 

 

7.1.3 Technological Challenges 

Throughout the three cycles of UC5.1, we have faced multiple challenges related to the deployment of the 
testbed, the execution of trials, as well as the evaluation of the 5G and the application performances. We have 
grouped these challenges in four main categories representing hardware and software challenges, as well as 
challenges related to the deployment of a private 5G network in an enterprise network, and the 5G network 
performance.  

Hardware limitations  

Most of the available user equipment (UE) in the market have limited capabilities to support advanced 5G 
features, which are necessary to achieve specific KPI targets. For instance, some of the limited capabilities include 
the lack of support for Stand Alone (SA) mode, higher bandwidths, and mmWave. These limitations restrict the 
extent of testing and can have negative impacts on KPI results. 

To fully leverage the power of 5G and enable customised and optimised 5G deployments for different industry 
verticals or applications, support for VNF orchestration is crucial. UC3.4, which represents the basis for UCS5.1, 
only supports application orchestration, as the AmariSoft 5G node is based on proprietary software packaged as 
a monolithic black box. Therefore, it is necessary to explore alternatives such as open source 5G core appliances 
that support VNF orchestration. 

Software limitations  

The absence of support for Location Services Protocol (LPP) and Network Radio Positioning Protocol (NRPP) from 
the AmariSoft 5G nodes creates a challenge and restricts the range of activities that can be carried out in the UC. 
The unavailability of LPP and NRPP support in the AmariSoft 5G nodes prevents the gathering of accurate and 
reliable location data for UEs in the UC. This lack of support limits the scope of testing and performance 
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evaluation of location-based services that were originally planned for the UC, such as the localisation of IoT 
devices in smart buildings/campuses. 

Private 5G network deployment in an enterprise network  

Deploying a fully functional 5G network in an enterprise environment can be extremely challenging from an 
internal security policy perspective. This often involves accessing sensitive, usually firewalled areas within the 
network. In fact, in most cases, the private 5G deployment is managed by a third party, as was the case in our 
UC (the orchestration was planned to be handled by a third party – the NOKIA CDSO). However, this poses a 
significant issue as such access may be prohibited due to the potential security threats this may cause. 

eMBB slice performance  

In the context of 5G network deployments, there is a notable disparity in the performance of data rates and 
latency between mmWave and C-Band implementations. This performance gap is evident in the results 
presented in Deliverable 5.3C, which compared the network performance between UC3.3, UC3.5 and UC3.4. The 
former two UCs uses pre-commercial/commercial 5G networks with support for mmWave bands, while the latter 
uses the AmariSoft 5G node only supporting C-band spectrum. As a result, the target KPI values had to be 
reviewed and calibrated in the context of UC3.4 and thus USC5.1, to take into account the limited capabilities of 
the 5G node. 

7.1.4 Validated KPIs  

During cycle 2, we focused our efforts on executing the testcases related to the network KPIs were we reported 
on the KPI results in Deliverable 7.3B. We also looked at the performance evaluation of the 5G node used in 
UC5.1 when running concurrent slices. In cycle 3, the focus is on measuring the impact of running the two 
concurrent slices (namely mMTC and eMBB) on the application KPIs. The applications deployed in this MLL UC 
relate to the predictive maintenance of smart industrial IoT systems as well as the enhanced video analytics and 
anomaly detection. The testcases that are in scope for this cycle are TC10 and TC11.  

Table 14: Testcases executed in Cycle 3 

Testcase ID TC010 

Testcase description Testing of sample predictive maintenance UC scenario 

Associated test area UC3.4_TA_7 (end-to-end tests) 

Associated test scenario UC3.4_SC1_1, UC3.4_SC1_2, NC3.4_SC1 

KPIs reference Coverage, Reliability, Connection density, Projection of battery life, Energy 

reduction 

Test procedure 1. mMTC slice in 5G network advertised in ThinkSpace 

2. successful IoT device registration 

3. successful message transmission 

4. successful message reception 

5. successful storage of IoT data 

6. RUL estimation and displayed in the experimentat predictive 

maintenance dashboard 

Testcase ID TC011 
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Testcase description Testing of sample enhanced video analytics UC scenario   

Associated test area UC3.4_TA_7 (end-to-end tests) 

Associated test scenario UC3.4_SC2, NC3.4_SC2 

KPIs reference Coverage, Reliability, Data rate, Latency, System Availability, False Positive, 

False Negative 

Test procedure 1. eMBB slice 5G network advertised in ThinkSpace 

2. successful 5G router registration 

3. streaming of real time and recorded videos from NVR 

4. detection of office supplies successful using YOLO model 

5. QR codes deployed in ThinkSpace read correctly from video stream, in 

different lighting conditions, distances and angles 

6. detected objected stored in local DB 

 

We have also revisited the testcases that look at the network KPIs during this cycle. These represent the testcases 
TC04 – TC07 in the context of the deployment of the two-slice deployment. However, the results are largely 
similar to the results obtained in cycle 2. We refer the reader to Deliverable 7.3B for these results.  

In terms of the KPI results, we looked specifically at the following. 
For the predictive maintenance scenario, the KPIs tested are the communication reliability and RUL estimation 
error rate when running both the slices mMTC and eMBB. We refer the reader to Deliverable 5.3C for full details 
about the testing conditions. The NSA configuration chosen in this scenario and the results are presented in the 
following table.  

 

Table 15: US5.1 predictive maintenance application KPIs measured in Cycle 3 

5G config KPI Measured value 

NR BW = 40 MHz 

LTE BW = 10 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

Reliability    100% 

Projection of battery life (RUL 

error rate) 

~ 6% 

NR BW = 40 MHz 

LTE BW = 20 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

Reliability    100% 

Projection of battery life (RUL 

error rate) 

 ~ 6% 

NR BW = 50 MHz 

LTE BW = 5 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

Reliability    99% 

Projection of battery life (RUL 

error rate) 

~ 4% 

NR BW = 50 MHz Reliability    100% 
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LTE BW = 10 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

Projection of battery life (RUL 

error rate) 

~ 5% 

The results show that the application KPIs are not affected by the different NSA configurations. However, it is to 
note that the scope of measurement of the above KPIs was limited (8 sensors used) due to the small-scale 
deployment and limitation of the 5G node. This explains the similar results observed and the fact that the 
application KPIs are not affected by the slice configuration. In fact, the bandwidth allocated to the mMTC slice in 
the different configuration was well enough to support the communication load of 8 IoT sensors used in this 
study. Further testing with additional communication load should be performed to determine the real impact of 
the different configurations on the application KPIs.  

When it comes to the enhanced video analytics KPIs that were explored in this cycle, they mainly consist of object 
detection error rate, false positive rate, and false negative rate in single slice deployment (SA) and concurrent 
slice deployment (NSA). These KPIs were calculated using manual sampling of object detection results in the IBM 
campus. We also refer the reader to Deliverable 5.3C for full details about the testing conditions. 

Table 16:  US5.1 enhanced video analytics application KPIs measured in Cycle 3 

5G config KPI Measured value 

NR BW = 40 MHz 

(SA, eMBB only) 

False positive ~ 2% 

False negative ~ 3% 

Error rate ~ 5% 

NR BW = 40 MHz 

LTE BW = 10 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

False positive ~ 1% 

False negative ~ 3% 

Error rate ~ 4% 

NR BW = 40 MHz 

LTE BW = 20 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

False positive ~ 2% 

False negative ~ 3% 

Error rate ~ 5% 

NR BW = 50 MHz 

(SA, eMBB only) 

False positive < 1% 

False negative ~ 3% 

Error rate ~ 4% 

NR BW = 50 MHz 

LTE BW = 5 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

False positive ~ 1% 

False negative ~ 2% 

Error rate ~ 4% 

NR BW = 50 MHz 

LTE BW = 10 MHz 

(NSA, eMBB & mMTC) 

False positive < 1% 

False negative ~ 3% 

Error rate ~ 4% 

The above results also show that the application KPIs measured are minimally affected by the changes in 
configuration and the deployment of concurrent slices. The small variation in results could be attributed to the 
small-scale deployment and the limited number of 4K cameras deployed, generating a small, fixed network load. 
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The results seem to indicate that the actual bandwidth allocated to the eMBB slice has a more important impact 
on the application KPIs than that of the deployment of concurrent slices.  

Although simulated traffic was used in this experiment to increase the network traffic, further testing with larger-
scale deployment is required to determine the real impact of concurrent slice deployment and the different 
network configurations on the application KPIs.  

7.1.5 Lessons Learned  

The focus of UC5.1 in cycle 3 was on measuring vertical application KPIs. In particular, the deployment of ML 
models for the estimation of RUL in IoT devices' battery lives, and the performance measurement of 4K video 
footage object detection and a QR code reader model in the context of an private 5G node deployment. A 
comparison of the impact of the deployment of single (SA mode) and concurrent slices (NSA mode) 5G node 
configurations was performed, while multiple 5G bandwidths configurations used in each mode.  
 
The results of the predictive maintenance scenario reported in this deliverable show that the slice configuration 
has little impact on the performance of the vertical application KPIs. This was explained by the fact that the 
configuration used, and the bandwidth assigned in these experiment were enough to support the 
communication burden of the application in such a small scale deployment.  
 
On the other hand, the results from the enhanced video analytics scenario show an interesting finding, which 
can be summarised in the fact that bandwidth allocated to the eMBB slice has more impact on the application 
KPIs performance than the deployment of concurrent slices. Having said this, we note that the scope of testing 
was also limited to the small-scale deployment of the 5G testbed in the IBM campus. Further testing needs to be 
performed using larger scale deployments and a higher number of UEs to really stress the system and observe 
more important variation in the application KPIs results.  

7.2 UC5.2 Performance Evaluation and Lessons Learned (YARA and NTNU) 

UC 5.2 is based on UC3.5 as the core UC and experimented in the 5GVINNI Norway facility site. 

7.2.1 UC descriptions – UC5.2(A) 

In the context of the MLL the UC3.5 is extended for concurrent operation of slicing technologies. There are 2 
scenarios in UC 3.5 that may need slicing, the “High-speed data transfer” and the “Autonomy” scenario, indicated 
in Figure 28.  

The High-speed data transfer scenario is about uploading of diagnosis data from “Yara Birkeland” to a cloud. In 
this scenario we will investigate that the 26GHz part of the 5G system is capable to upload large files used for 
diagnostic to a cloud service. The requirement is an upload-speed of approximately 500 Mbps. This requirement 
is based on assumptions that the ship needs to upload 1 TB in 8 hours. The 5G-system need to meet this 
requirement when the RAN is loaded. The enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) slice is the slice we are planning 
to use in this scenario.  

The Autonomy scenario is about the automatic control of autonomous assets. To control the assets in real time, 
the system needs to react quickly in a predictable way. The latency needs to be low and repeatable. To guarantee 
this performance when the network is loaded and capacity is shared with other traffic, we want to use the Ultra 
Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) slice. 

If this autonomous asset is blocked, it will stop and must manually be moved by an operator that is called out to 
the autonomous asset, which takes time. A solution to this is that the autonomous asset could be remotely 
controlled with driver feedback trough a camera. Such a solution also requires low and reliable latency. A 5G 
Remotely Operated Car (ROC) has been developed as a proof of concept to this, by students from NTNU. 

 A “Remote Steering Controller Application” has also been developed to investigate if the ROC can be controlled 
from an application, possibly in an edge cloud solution. More specifically, to check if the car can follow a line by 
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taking commands from a control application, which receives feedback from several line tracking sensors. This 
performance needs to be guaranteed when capacity is shared.  

 

Figure 28: UC5.2 with two network slices provided by 5G-VINNI Norway facility.  

The objective of the tests is to investigate if the slicing technologies are needed to ensure the availability and 
performance of the shared resources, regardless of any concurrent traffic at any moment in time.  

The KPI’s to be validated are the same as for UC 3.5. However, the primary KPI’s to be validated in the context of 
the MLL is the high-speed data transfer rate for the Yara Birkeland scenario and the latency for the Autonomous 
Asset / ROC scenario, as indicated in Table 17.  

Table 17: UC 5.2 primary KPI's to be validated   

Technical KPIs 

KPI Target Measurement 
method/formula 

Justification 

High speed data rate 
(26.6 GHz) 

> DL: 1000 Mbps  

> UL: 500 Mbps  

(per device) 

5G high speed 
measurement tools 

To be able to upload 
diagnostics data and 
download updates 
from/to Yara Birkeland 
while loading the vessel. 

Latency  < 10ms  Use 5G enabled test 
equipment 

To be able to support real 
time applications and 
autonomy. 

7.2.2 UC Descriptions – UC5.2(B) 

The original UC5.2 requires two network slices running currently in the 5G-VINNI Norway facility. However, due 
to the facility limitations, it is not yet available to support two operating network slices at the same time. In the 
meantime, a synergy is identified between UC3.5 (YARA) and UC1.5 (NTNU). For example, both UC1.5 and UC3.5 
need to onboard their own application functions (remote steering control application (RCSA) for UC3.5 and Asset 
Administration Shell (AAS) for UC1.5) in the Norway facility, attached to a network slice. Moreover, both UCs 
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expect a certain degree of automation activities towards their application functions (AFs), e.g., some 
(re)configuration parameters need to be sent from the UEs or controllers to the AFs as a means to improve the 
UC application KPIs. Like other UCs, such configuration efforts should be executed via the CDSO. In other words, 
UC5.2(B) needs CDSO to not only onboard their applications but also manage their application behaviours in real-
time.  

7.2.3 Value Analysis  

For UC5.2(A), the main business value lies in slicing, i.e., the possibility to prioritize different applications and use 
cases making sure that those can run uninterrupted with competing load on the 5G system. This means that even 
with high load at the RAN, a real time application can run without any delays. Or that a high amount of diagnostic 
data can be uploaded while other users are streaming video or do other activities that puts a high load on the 
5G system. However, such a 5G network customized with high reliability and performance for certain applications 
can be costly. In other words, the main benefits of network slicing are for vertical UC owners rather than for 
MNOs. Therefore, the MNOs are not highly motivated to offer such services at present, unless the UC owners 
are willing to pay for the majority of costs, including the resource investment and operational expenses.   

On the other hand, for UC5.2(B) where UC3.5 and UC1.5 share one network slice with their AFs onboarded in 
the same infrastructure, since these AFs are planned to be deployed via CDSO to the Norway facility orchestration 
system, this creates a special motivation to invest in a full-fledge orchestration system, spanning from the 5G-
SOLUTIONS CDSO to 5G-VINNI Norway facility orchestration with a three-layer orchestration architecture (E2E 
service orchestration, NFVO, and Infrastructure orchestration), as shown in Figure 29.  

The objective of this activity is to automate the UC deployment process such that multiple UCs can be onboarded 
and also managed concurrently. The shift from UC5.2(A) to UC5.2(B) reflects the current status and the potential 
roadmap of MNOs.  In the early rollout of 5G, MNOs are not fully prepared for creating and running multiple 
network slices at the same time. One reason is the readiness of a complete orchestration system. In order to 
deploy multiple network slices and UCs concurrently, it is necessary to have an orchestration framework that 
completes and automates the entire service deployment from vertical UC applications to network slices and then 
infrastructure. Many 5G platforms only have a partial orchestration system and thus can’t really explore the 
network slicing and MLL benefits. The 5G-VINNI Norway facility is the first near-commercial platform which 
integrates the vertical-facing orchestration (CDSO) with the network-facing orchestration (E2E-SO and NFVO) 
and the resource-facing orchestration. It was demonstrated that this framework allows automatic onboarding of 
AFs from both UC1.5 and UC3.5 concurrently, which is the foundation for further MLL value creations.  

Besides, although UC1.5 and UC3.5 share one single network slice, their UEs are located in different RAN sites, 
which may reduce or minimize the competition and interference caused by the slice sharing in other Type II UCs. 
In other words, by disseminating UCs across different RAN sites, it is possible to support multiple UCs without 
utilizing complex and costly isolation mechanisms. Therefore, it is worthwhile of shifting UC5.2(A) to UC5.2(B) 
and investigating another Type II combination of multiple UCs.  
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Figure 29: 5G-VINNI Norway Facility UC Deployment Architecture with full-fledge Orchestration 

7.2.4 Technological Challenges  

For UC5.2(A), to be able to do a proper and relevant test of the UC5.2 a stable and well performing 5G SA system 
need to be in place. In cycle 3, the test facility has been the 5G-VINNI Next generation platform at Fornebu. This 
5G SA has so far not been stable enough to perform the planned test cases or managed to implement the 
necessary slicing. Therefore, the test cases for UC5.2(A) cannot be executed as planned.  

For UC5.2(B), the main challenge lies in two aspects: 

• Prepare and onboard AFs into the Norway facility site, which is fully cloud-native and multi-vendor. Since 
the facility is equipped with a multi-layer orchestration system, RCSA from UC3.5 and AAS from UC1.5 
need to be firstly containerized such that they can onboarded via the RedHat Openshift and then provide 
helm charts in order to be deployed via Nokia NFVO (called NCOM). This is a challenging step for UC 
owners, particularly for those who do not have the domain knowledge (e.g., containerize the AFs and/or 
prepare helm charts).  

• Integrate CDSO with the Norway facility orchestration. To be specific, CDSO needs to integrate with the 
E2E-SO (called NOrC) in the Norway facility via TMF Open APIs. The integration activity has taken place 
twice, due to the change of the NOrC deployment. Originally, NOrC was deployed in a public cloud (AWS) 
for MNOs to experiment the 5G deployment in public clouds. Later, NOrC is moved to a private cloud, 
co-located in the same place as the rest of the 5G-VINNI Norway facility components. Although the 
integration workflows remain the same, there were continuous issues with networking and connectivity 
for integration.  

7.2.5 Validated KPIs 

Due to the time limit, only primary tests for UC5.2(B) were conducted where multiple UEs access the same 
network slice from two RAN sites, in Trondheim and Fornebu, respectively.  
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As shown in Figure 30 (UC1.5 in stand-alone) and Figure 31 (UC1.5 in MLL together with UC3.5) for UC1.5 tested 
with one UE, there is no big difference in both download and upload throughput between the MLL and 
standalone mode. The same applies to UC3.5 tested in Fornebu. It is consistent with the expectation since the 
two UCs are in different RAN sites, which are usually the bottleneck for heavy traffic. It also justifies that 
distributing traffic loads across multiple sites is an efficient way of managing multiple UCs concurrently.  

The table bellow shows the detailed results of the concurrent tests with UE1 located at Manulab, Trondheim, 
and UE2 located at Fornebu, Oslo. 

 

  UE1 only 
UE1 while UE2 is 

running 
UE2 only 

UE2 while UE1 is 
running 

Throughput 
UL (Mbps) 

53.19 49.36 63.7 66.5 

Throughput 
DL (Mbps) 

645.46 642.71 725 609 

Latency 
(ms) 

24 23 7 7 

Table 18: Speedtesting results in Trondheim 

 

Figure 30: Speedtesting result in Trondheim while UC1.5 runs stand-alone with one UE 
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Figure 31: Speedtesting result in Trondheim when UC1.5 runs in MLL with one UE 

On the other hand, as we increase the number of UEs in Fornebu for UC3.5, it is observed that the download and 
upload throughputs decrease proportionally with the number of UEs (3 UEs in Figure 32 and 2 UEs Figure 33). 
Again, this is in accordance with expectations that the network resource is fairly allocated to users, if without 
any prioritization policies.  

 

Figure 32: Speedtesting result for UC3.5 in Fornebu with 3 UEs 
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Figure 33: Speedtesting result for UC3.5 in Fornebu with 2 UEs 

 

7.2.6 Lessons Learned  

The test results of UC5.2(B) indicates that traffic distribution across multiple sites (either RAN or edge sites) could 
prevent UCs from interfering with each other. However, it is not always economically feasible to build RAN or 
edge sites as demanded. When all traffic loads of multiple UCs are injected into one RAN site, specific priority 
policies should be in place to guarantee the SLAs of individual UCs, e.g., priority policies in PCF or via APN.  

From an end-user perspective, Yara has gained insights on how to take an application from the local computer, 
containerize it with the help of Docker, and deploy it in OpenShift via Helm Charts. With the successful 
deployment of the RSCA and AAS from CDSO, we have seen that it’s fully doable to take one of our applications, 
containerize it, and deploy it into the SA network. This could then be run in parallel with other apps from partners, 
like NTNU. With CDSO on top, this could be done as while we are ordering/configuring one or more service slices. 
This is an important step on the way of fully deploying an 3rdparty application from the CDSO, at the same time 
as ordering/specifying slicing service for the benefit of the app. With the relatively comprehensive commercial 
5G system installed at Yara site, this is valuable experience to have, when the commercial network eventually 
will become a standalone 5G system, with slicing services available.   

Another lesson learned from the work of deploying the app, is from the work on installing the Hawkeye endpoint 
for network testing purposes, inside the docker container. The was relatively quickly done on the local computer 
but facing some challenges when trying to deploy to the OpenShift console. To solve this issue, Yara would need 
assistance from the telco experts, or the OpenShift experts, due to the little experience with this platform.  

From the initial setup, deployment, and testing, we have verified that the RSCA placed in the cloud solution and 
control the ROC around a track. This is relatable to, and an initial verification of, that it is possible to place a 
control application for the autonomous assets, inside a edge cloud solution, at Yara site.  
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7.3 UC5.3 Performance evaluation and Lessons Learned (NOVA and LiveU) 

UC5.3 is a combination of UC4.1 and UC4.4, relying on the cooperation and coordination between two UC 
partners (NOVA and LiveU) as well as the support from the 5G facility (5G-VINNI Patras UoP), the CDSO partner 
(Nokia) and KPI-VS partners (AppArt, EBOS).  

7.3.1 UC description 

One of the challenges of 5G is to validate its technological and business performance across all sets of 
heterogeneous requirements stemming from concurrent usage of network resources by different vertical 
domains. In this respect, relevant field trials will be conducted concurrently with multiple vertical use cases. The 
purpose is to validate and capture evidence through the relevant performance KPIs to what extent virtualization 
is capable of successfully managing testbed resources, and how these capabilities are in line with such concurrent 
performance requirements and, that there is no interference between vertical use cases in the presence of 
concurrent usage of resources (i.e., strict isolation is maintained).  

To support network management with automated service lifecycle management and enable automatic real-time 
and concurrent orchestration across the UoP facility, the CDSO is leveraged, to bind all 5G-related services to be 
piloted and to control their flows. Therefore, the target was to join UC4.1 and UC4.4 and execute them in a 
combined and concurrent manner while their target KPIs requirements (i.e., high throughput, low latency, etc.) 
must be met. 

 

7.3.2 Value Analysis  

Since the two constituent UCs have quite oppose service requirements, i.e., UC4.1 for downlink and UC4.4 for 
uplink transmission, this Type II combination is supposed to produce the same KPIs for both UC4.1 and UC4.4, 
regardless of whether these UCs run in stand-alone or in MLL. If so, then it is verified that such a combination is 
an optimal one as it does not require extra effort to isolate the two UCs even though they share one single slice. 
However, as the trial results demonstrated, although the KPIs of UC4.1 and UC4.4 should not be degraded in 
theory, there were still certain KPI degradations for UC4.4, due to the network architecture design/development 
issue. In other words, the network architecture plays a role in affecting the MLL execution and performance and 
thus should not be neglected by simply assuming that UC5.3 combination is intuitively the best Type II option by 
default.  

 

7.3.3 Technological Challenges  

The concurrent execution of both UC4.1 and UC4.4 required the correct setup of CDSO and the UoP testbed, to 
be able to orchestrate both UCs in a correct manner and with the appropriate slicing. Furthermore, and 
specifically for Cycle 2 trials, ZTA was integrated for both UCs, so its rules were fine tuned to provide meaningful 
triggers for the concurrent execution of both UCs. 

7.3.4 Validated KPIs  

For both UC4.1 and UC4.4 the important KPIs for the assurance of the quality of service are: 

• Latency 

• Data rate 

• Lost frames 

Those KPIs are measured in all the tests that follow, in order to gauge the level of interference of the two UCs, 
when they are run in parallel in a competing environment. 
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7.3.4.1 Indoor - UC4.1 stand-alone 

For the indoor UC4.1 only tests, Table 19 summarizes the measurements. Again, the result measurement for the 
Measured KPI latency is higher than the target latency, as seen in Figure 34 - Figure 42 display the baseline KPIs 
for the indoor test cases of stand-alone UC4.1. These results verify the 5G network testbed is stable as 
measurements have trivial deviations from the Cycle 1 trials. 

Table 19: KPIs measured for UC4.1 indoor (7.5, 15.6, 26 Mbps Encoder Rate) 

UC4.1 - TVG420 Encoder 

Rate (multiplexing) 
Decoder Measured KPIs Measured Latency 

7.5 Mbps Latency (Dec1): 121 ms  

Latency (Dec2):  121 ms  

Data Rate (Dec1): 6.78 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  5.86 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 69,955 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  35,417 

0 ms 

 

15.6 Mbps Latency (Dec1): 109 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  76 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 9.48 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  8.56 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 70,247 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  35,660 

33 ms 

26 Mbps Latency (Dec1): 42 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  643 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 17.14 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  14.98 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 70,502 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  36,672 

601 ms 

 

 

Figure 34: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate 
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Figure 35: UC4.1 indoor Date Rate for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate 

 

Figure 36: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate 

 

Figure 37: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate 
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Figure 38: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate 

 

Figure 39: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate 

 

Figure 40: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate 
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Figure 41: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate 

 

Figure 42: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate 

 

7.3.4.2 Indoor – Joint UC4.1 and UC4.4 (0.8s latency) 

While UC4.1 is combined with UC4.4 in the indoor scenario, the achieved KPIs are listed in Table 20 for each test 
case: 

Table 20: KPIs measured for indoor UC4.1 (7.5, 15.6, 26 Mbps Encoder Rate) alongside UC4.4 (0.8s latency) 

UC4.1 - TVG420 

Encoder Rate 

(multiplexing) 

UC4.4 - 

Transmission 

configuration 

Decoder Measured KPIs 
Measured 

Latency 

7.5 Mbps 0.8s Latency (Dec1): 153 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  114 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 6.24 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  5.66 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 69,354 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  35,166 

39 ms 

15.6 Mbps 0.8s Latency (Dec1): 73 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  90 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 11.1 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  8.81 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 69,600 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  35,225 

17 ms 
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26 Mbps 0.8s Latency (Dec1): 48 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  53 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 13.67 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  11.97 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 69,728 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  35,330 

5 ms 

 

 

Figure 43: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

 

Figure 44: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

 

Figure 45: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

Figure 43 - Figure 45 reveal an apparent impact on latency in the MLL setup although the data rate and lost 
frames remain almost the same. 
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Figure 46: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

 

Figure 47: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

 

Figure 48: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

For the 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate test, Figure 46- Figure 48 show that there is not a negative impact on latency 
while the achieved data rate is better and lost frame remain almost the same. These results show that UC4.1 
does not significantly interfere UC4.4 with respect to the KPIs of interest.  
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Figure 49: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

 

Figure 50: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

 

Figure 51: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.8s Latency) 

Similarly, for the 26 Mbps Encoder Rate, Figures 50 – Figure 52 demonstrate that there is not a negative impact 
on latency and the frame loss rate remains almost the same. However, the achieved data rate is worse. In other 
words, as the encoding rate increases, UC4.1 gradually interferes with UC4.4 in regard to the data rate.  

In conclusion, it is apparent that the latency improves as the Data Rate is increased, although the Lost Frames 
are almost the same in all three tests. When the results are compared with the stand alone UC4.1 results in this 
scenario we see improvement in regard to latency, but an increase is noticed in lost frames. Especially in the 
more demanding test of 26 Mbps Encoder Rate the actual mean latency is lower than the other tests, but data 
rate is decreased. 
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7.3.4.3 Indoor – Joint UC4.1 and UC4.4 (1s latency) 

As the latency increases from 0.8s to 1s, the measured KPIs for UC4.1 are changed in a way summarized in Table 
17:  

Table 21 KPIs measured for indoor UC4.1 (7.5, 15.6, 26 Mbps Encoder Rate) along UC4.4 (1s latency) 

UC4.1 - TVG420 

Encoder Rate 

(multiplexing) 

UC4.4 - 

Transmission 

configuration 

Decoder Measured KPIs 
Measured 

Latency 

7.5 Mbps 1s Latency (Dec1): 128 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  133 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 6.94 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  5.06 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 68,034 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  33,382 

5 ms 

15.6 Mbps 1s Latency (Dec1): 44 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  57 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 10.39 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  6.57 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 53,095 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  26,028 

13 ms 

26 Mbps 1s Latency (Dec1): 61 ms 

Latency (Dec2):  483 ms 

Data Rate (Dec1): 6.47 Mbps 

Data Rate (Dec2):  4.58 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 69,161 

Lost Frames (Dec2):  34,784 

422 ms 

 

 

Figure 52: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 
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Figure 53: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 

 

Figure 54: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 

For a low encoding rate of 7.5Mbps, Figure 53 – Figure 55 indicate that obviously there is a negative impact on 
the latency of the decoders, but the data rate and the lost frames metrics are relatively the same.  

 

Figure 55: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 
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Figure 56: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 

 

Figure 57: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 

From the 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate (Figure 56 – Figure 58) there is a significant improvement from the stand alone 
UC4.1 test, which leads to the conclusion that this UC4.1 test is not affected by the UC4.4 tests. 

 

 

Figure 58: UC4.1 indoor Latency for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 
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Figure 59: UC4.1 indoor Data Rate for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 

 

Figure 60: UC4.1 indoor Lost Frames for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (1s Latency) 

 

When the encoder rate reaches the 26 Mbps (Figure 59 – Figure 61),  there is a significant decrease in the data 
rate, but the lost frame metrics are very close to the stand alone UC4.1 test. Regarding the latency, a minor 
improvement is shown. 

In conclusion, it is evident that the latency worsens, as the demand in data rate increases, which is the trend that 
was expected from the standalone UC4.1 test. The lost frames present small deviations, but on the 15.6 Data 
Rate test there is an improvement. By comparing this MLL tests with the standalone tests we do not have a huge 
difference between them in regard to latency and despite expecting to observe a negative impact, the latency 
decreases in some of them. 

7.3.4.4 Outdoor – UC4.1 along UC4.4 

For the outdoor test a different approach was used, where UC4.1 Data Rate was constant and the latency from 
UC4.4 was changed. The changed in latency was done roughly every 5 minutes from the start of each test. Also, 
for the outdoor tests only one decoder was used for UC4.1. 

Table 18 elaborates the measured KPIs from UC4.1 in the outdoor trials for each test case: 

Table 22: KPIs measured for outdoor UC4.1 (7.5, 15.6, 26 Mbps Encoder Rate) along UC4.4 (0.6, 0.8s, 1s latency) 

UC4.1 - TVG420 Encoder Rate 

(multiplexing) 

UC4.4 - 

Transmission 

configuration 

Decoder Measured KPIs 

7.5 Mbps 0.6, 0.8s and 1s Latency (Dec1): 135 ms  

Data Rate (Dec1): 7.04 Mbps 
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Lost Frames (Dec1): 2,506 

15.6 Mbps 0.6, 0.8s and 1s Latency (Dec1): 73 ms  

Data Rate (Dec1): 15.36 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 2,800 

26 Mbps 0.6, 0.8s and 1s Latency (Dec1): 58 ms  

Data Rate (Dec1): 24.88 Mbps 

Lost Frames (Dec1): 2,884 

 

 

Figure 61: UC4.1 outdoor Latency for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 

Figure 62: UC4.1 outdoor Data Rate for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 

Figure 63: UC4.1 outdoor Lost Frames for 7.5 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

The test results shown in Figure 62 – Figure 64 draw some key findings as follows:  
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• Latency is affected more in the beginning of the test, where the latency demand from the UC4.4 is higher. 

• Data Rate is not stable in the beginning, but when the first UC4.4 is over it stabilizes with only few drops. 

• Lost Frames have a steady increase as the test progresses. 

 

 

Figure 64: UC4.1 outdoor Latency for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 

Figure 65: UC4.1 outdoor Data Rate for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 

Figure 66: UC4.1 outdoor Lost Frames for 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 For 15.6 Mbps Encoder Rate (Figure 65 – Figure 67), it is obvious again that latency is affected more at the 
beginning of the test. In contrast to the previous test, Data Rate is more stable with some drops in the beginning 
and Lost Frames are consistently stable. 
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Figure 67 UC4.1 outdoor Latency for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 

Figure 68: UC4.1 outdoor Data Rate for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

 

Figure 69: UC4.1 outdoor Lost Frames for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate alongside UC4.4 (0.6s, 0.8s, 1s Latency) 

Also, for 26 Mbps Encoder Rate tests (Figure 68 – Figure 70), the same trends as the previous 15.6 Mbps Encoder 
Rate are emerging. Latency is affected more in the begging of the test and then stabilizes, while Data Rate is 
stable throughout the test and Lost Frames have a step like increase as the UC.4.4 changes the configuration. 

To conclude, in the outdoor tests is apparent that with only one decoder the system can hand the demands with 
no problems and latency, data rate and lost frame metrics improved, which is expected when the test scenarios 
demands are fewer than the indoor tests. On the other hand, a correlation is presented between the stability of 
the latency of the UC4.1 and the more demanding test of UC4.4 as the testbed tries to meet them. Finally, Data 
Rates are not affected in a meaningful way, but Lost Frames increase as the duration of the test is increased. 
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7.3.4.5 UC4.4 Standalone 

Additionally, UC4.4 also ran standalone test cases, whose results are overviewed in Table 19.  

Table 23 UC4.4 Results Summary 

 Latency Bandwidth 

Test 
Maximum Average  Minimum Maximum Average  Minimum 

UC4.4 alone indoor 

 
440ms 21ms 92ms 50683 Kbps 40245 Kbps 707 Kbps 

UC4.4+UC4.1 
together indoor 

 

838ms 130ms 23ms 29508 Kbps 14647 Kbps 740 Kbps 

UC4.4 alone 
outdoor 

 

560ms 115ms 8ms 31535 Kbps 14539 Kbps 826Kbps 

UC4.4+UC4.1 
together outdoor 

 

264ms 106ms 11ms 10695 Kbps 7796 Kbps 727 Kbps 

 

Some example test results are displayed in Figure 71 – Figure 75.   

• 1 second delay configured Indoor test UC4.4 alone 
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Figure 70: UC4.4 indoor Latency Results 

 

Figure 71: UC4.4 indoor Bandwidth Results 
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• 1 second, indoor test UC4.1+4.4 together  

 

Figure 72: UC4.4 indoor Latency Results along UC4.1 

 

Figure 73: UC4.4 indoor Bandwidth Results along UC4.1 

• UC4.4 alone outdoor 1 second delay  
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Figure 74: UC4.4 outdoor Latency Results 

The major observations and remarks are:  

• It is clear that UC running alone on the network gets the highest performance.  

• When UC4.1 is joining UC4.4 performance is reduced by 40-60% 

• Outdoor performance is about 50-70% reduced then indoor performance for standalone and combining 
UCs 

7.3.4.6 UC4.1 + UC4.4 with updated Cycle 2 architectures 

During development for Cycle 2 of the project, both UC4.1 and UC4.4 had major updates to their architecture 
and the way they utilized slicing. Furthermore, both UCs successfully integrated ZTA to improve their KPIs and 
further increase their automation capabilities. The above scenarios were executed again for Cycle 2, but with the 
updated architecture for both UCs it was apparent that there was no impact to their standalone metrics, reported 
in D6.3B. Both UCs were able to utilize the slicing provided by UoP in order to avoid interference, as 
demonstrated live as part of the intermediary review of the project in Patras in June 2022. For this reason, it was 
decided to focus on other MLLs for Cycle 3, as it was determined that the combination of UC4.1 and UC4.4 was 
already explored to a satisfactory degree. 

7.3.5 Lessons Learned 

MLL trials deployment and VNF implementation was achieved, and the tests were successfully concluded in time. 
The testbed was able to handle both Use Cases and gather the data needed from the Visualization System. To 
implement both tests at the same time, preparations were needed in a more detailed and synchronized manner, 
because of the complexity of the test and the number of partners involved. From the two test scenarios indoor 
and outdoor, it was apparent that the onsite meeting helped tremendously to run the tests together and on 
time. Furthermore, the tests in Cycle 1 showed that when two demanding test scenarios are executed 
simulations there will be an impact to the metrics. However, that was not the case for Cycle 2, where the updated 
architecture for both scenarios took better advantage of slicing and was able to showcase little to no effect in 
the KPIs, when the UCs were run concurrently. 

Regarding the measured KPIs, latency was the one that was affected the most in Cycle 1 trials, while the data 
rates and lost frames were not affected in the same degree. Depending on the combination of the tests running 
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on the testbed, significant negative influence was observed to the UC.4.4 metrics, but UC4.1 tests observed less 
impact. 

Additionally, the integration of the CDSO to the testbed is apparent to allow automatic streaming and 
orchestration, along with the use of the VS System to gather all the necessary information. ZTA was also 
successfully integrated for both UCs in Cycle 2. Finally, regarding the equipment use during the MLL trials of Cycle 
1, the Black Magic devices helped significantly better than the rented cameras and thus were preferred for the 
Cycle 2 tests. 

7.4 UC5.5 Performance Evaluation and Lessons Learned (Ares2t)  

UC5.5 “Demand Side Management” is entirely developed by partners involved in the Living Lab Smart Energy 
(LL2) focusing on smart energy services for Demand Side Management in the industrial environment. In line with 
the analysis of the use cases and related KPIs reported in D1.1B (ref. 4.2.5 and 9.5.5), the Verticals involved in 
LL2 participate in the multi living lab to test service differentiation for Demand Side Management when two UCs 
compete within one slice. The use case execution has been described in D7.2 C and a video showing the workflow 
is available in the shared folder: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1kGisejiHuG2WZjoJCuBPTqq3xN8juD1c 

In this section we report main results and final considerations concerning Use Case 5.5. 

7.4.1 UC description 

Currently avoiding peak of energy is not handled efficiently with the charging platforms performing such a task 
leveraged with centralized computation schemes working at the level of the Electric Vehicle charging 
infrastructure back-end, from one side, and industrial energy load monitoring systems being not capable of 
optimizing the actual schedule of energy loads, from the other side. In this case decentralization could be a more 
suitable solution, as explained in the following sections. 

UC5.5 is created to combine UC2.1 and UC2.2, relying on the Demand Side Management framework: 

● Industrial Demand Side Management (UC2.1) – This use case deals with Demand Side Management 

(DSM) in electric power supply at the level of commercial buildings, with specific focus on optimal 

scheduling and dynamic aggregation of energy loads via 5G communication as well as peak power 

consumption avoidance. 

● Electric Vehicle Smart Charging (UC2.2) – The use case deals with mobile communication supporting 

remote control of charging sessions by the charging infrastructure operator’s back end, with specific 

focus on distributed control procedure to improve the charging session control and optimization in terms 

of the trade-off between number of served Electric Vehicles and the controller sampling time. 

Both UC2.1 and UC2.2 individually rely on one architecture depicted in Figure 71, where basically a Master 
Control Agent remotely controls via a Local Control Agent different elements in one Virtual Power Plant (VPP). 
This scheme is namely a cloud-based distributed power plant aggregating different capacities of heterogeneous 
Distributed Energy Resources (DER), with specific reference to a building energy load on the one side (house icon 
on the right of VPP depicted in Figure 76) and an Electric Vehicle(s) energy load on the other side (battery icon 
on the left of VPP depicted in Figure 76). The two distinct but complementary motivations are managing in 
flexible and smart way the aggregated loads allowing the opportunity to provide balancing services to the 
electricity grid.  

The main objective in combining the two scenarios (the building and the electro mobility one) is verifying in 
industrially relevant scenarios the effectiveness of the distributed control-based process. It represents a 
necessary starting point for a flexible management of the grid to develop any Demand Side Management (DSM) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1kGisejiHuG2WZjoJCuBPTqq3xN8juD1c
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program, since having deterministic and predictable end users means to have cost savings and a better 
management of the VPP by DSM. 

The Use Case Owners (Vertical partners participating in LL2) and the Use Case Developer (Ares2t) selected a 
preliminary subset of test cases of interest from UC 2.1 and 2.2 for concurrent execution in two distinct testbed 
areas in the City of Turin (the ones selected for UC 2.1 and 2.2). The three test cases are described as follows. 

1. The goal of TC2.1.1 is the remote monitoring and control of the Heat Pump serving the 17200 square 

meters building hosting public administration offices and private appartements, being considered the 

high priority energy load in the test case execution. 

2. The goal of TC 2.1.3 is to show how 5G technologies can foster novel market opportunities for Energy 

Market Operators (e.g., the Vertical partners participating in LL2), minimizing the actuation time of VPPs 

while guaranteeing the continuity of higher priority loads, applying for a real time load shedding (in a 

domestic environment, in the test case execution).  

3. The goal of TC 2.2.6 is to show how real time computation for suitable charging power setpoints to be 

provided in the active EV charging sessions taking place in each load-area can be decentralized and 

distributed among different agents across 5G infrastructure improving the effectiveness of results 

carried out by such control actions in optimizing real charging session in the Vertical Owner’s company 

EV fleet private parking.  

 

Figure 75: UC5.1 Architecture with UC2.1 and UC2.2 
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Both UC2.1 and UC2.2 relies on the 5G EVE platform to manage the concurrent execution of three test cases 
TC2.1.1, TC 2.1.3 and TC 2.2.6 in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering the City of Turin, where suitable coverage has 
been guaranteed by mean of the installation of proper 5G antennas in the VPP area. 

7.4.2 Value analysis 

Discussions with vertical partners involved in UC 2.1 and 2.2 focused on preliminary analysis of potential benefits 
from their concurrent execution and related Key Performance Indicators to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
actions undertaken, especially from the business perspective. The analysis has been conducted on the basis of 
the seminal investigation carried out for each UC with respect to:  

1) the actors already identified, namely the impacted stakeholders: EV owner (B2B/B2C), CPP industrial site 
owner, municipalities CSP, involved energy stakeholders, utility client; 

2) three different categories of Business KPIs were compared to previous technologies: 

● Economic indicators introducing potential economic improvement:  

○ Cost Reduction  

○ Revenue Increase  

● Quality indicators introducing a better service management result with particular attention to: 

○ Security 

○ Reliability 

○ Persona Experience 

○ Process Efficiency 

○ Environmental Sustainability  

○ Lifecycle Management 

● Enabling / determining the possibility to build and deliver innovative (potentially disruptive) services. 

The main feature provided by the Use Case 5.5 will be the reduction of the so-called disconnection time, where 
the VPP is able to stay for a longer time span within the load specifications, thus enabling more predictable and 
deterministic solutions for the end user in the domestic use case (2.1.3) and in the electro mobility use case 
(2.2.3).  

7.4.3 Technological challenges 

A key aspect for concurrent execution has been represented by the availability of suitable network resources in 
the test bed, hosted by the Italian Site of the 5G EVE project. Suitable requirements in terms of computation and 
data storage resources have been defined in Cycle 2, to guarantee the concurrent execution of two distinct 
experiments via the 5G EVE platform. As concerns the availability of distinct network slices in the test bed, this 
point is not crucial in the sense that Vertical oriented Business KPIs measured during the concurrent execution 
of two test cases from LL2 could be not affected at all in the case of the availability of one slice to run both 
experiments on the 5G EVE platform. The two UCs in UCS5.5 do not generate a large volume of multimedia traffic 
but do require high device density, low latency, and high reliability communication in critical infrastructure. 

7.4.4 Validated KPIs 

 The goal of the Use Case 5.5 is to show how 5G technologies can foster novel market opportunities for the 
operator by minimizing the actuation time of the Virtual Power Plant (VPP) while guaranteeing the continuity 
of higher priority loads. This Use Case aims at showing how to apply simultaneously for a real time load 
shedding and real time computation for suitable charging power setpoints to be provided in the active EV 
charging sessions in each load-area. Therefore, KPIs of the Use Case 5.5 are the union of the KPIs defined for 
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each test case when the Vertical Services operate in a decentralized and distributed way by means of different 
agents across 5G infrastructure. 

The Vertical KPIs considered for Use Case 5.5 are the KPIs defined for each Test Case executed in cascade in the 
use case execution, namely: 

- Availability UPMC-Experiment Server in the Heat Pump monitoring and control (TC2.1.1) in percentage 
- Actuation time in the Heat Pump monitoring and control (TC2.1.1) in millisecond 
- Disconnection time in the load shedding (TC2.1.3) in millisecond  
- Sampling time in the smart charging control (TC2.2.6) 

 
The registered values are reported in the following table: 

 
 

KPI Mean measured value Target value 

Availability UPMC-Experiment Server (TC2.1.1) 100% 100% 

Reaction time (TC2.1.1) 201 ms 500 ms 

Disconnection time (TC2.1.3) 952,17 ms 1000 ms 

Sampling time (TC2.2.6) ≤5 min ≤5 min 

 

7.4.5 Lessons Learned 

The overall experience allowed the UC owners to identify critical requirements for 5G network providers useful 

to design a turn-key demand side management service in an environment like the one tested within 5G Solutions. 

The weakness/unreliability of the commercial 5G signal has shown how important is a pervasive distribution of 

5G communication antennas such that the installation choices within the site are not affecting the performances 

of the solution proposed.  Furthermore, the effort linked to the development of prototypes with 5G embedded 

communication have pointed how, from an investment point of view, this service can be better provided with 

an ad-hoc product since retrofitting activities are not advisable from an economic point of view.  Nevertheless, 

the hardware development performed for the demos and the communication protocol developed toward the 

Local Control Agent constitute a solid informative basis to design future services (once the regulatory framework 

would allow to sell demand side management services including frequency control balancing services). In light 

of the requirements discovered to set up such an omni-comprehensive service, it is possible to conclude that the 

overall effort would benefit from a service able to provide demand-side management from different 

technologies available in the client premises and also differentiated services based on the same technology (see 

smart charging and frequency control offered to a private charging fleet).  

Moreover, 5G-Solutions project offered the opportunity to think about who the primary customers of energy 

flexibility services are. Currently, Transmission System Operators (TSO) managing the High Voltage networks are 

the only actors paying for such services on most of the European energy market. Nevertheless, the penetration 

of distributed Renewable Energy Sources will strongly affect the operation of Distribution System Operators 

(DSO) and in the very next future those actors also will remunerate energy flexibility for balancing Medium and 

Low voltage grids. Moreover, the increase of local Community Energy (introduced by European legislation RED 
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II) based on renewable sources will require much more flexible load to compensate for the volatility of the 

production without installing batteries that are not cost effective. 

Eventually, the experiments undertaken in 5G-Solutions project were the occasion to underline to Vertical owner 

how the availability of flexible loads is affected by stochastic boundary conditions. For instance, the real 

availability of an electric vehicle for charging depends on the user behavior as well as an heat pump load is 

strongly affected by weather conditions. This stochasticity leads to the necessity of including a wider number of 

flexible loads in order to deploy a reliable controller capable of providing VPP and DSM services. 5G can be a 

driver for addressing such a requirement. Indeed, the number of connected objects can be increased thanks to 

a higher connection density compensating the stochasticity of each load. 

  

7.5 UC5.6 Performance Evaluation and Lessons Learned (Intracom)   

 

UC5.6 is combining UC4.1 and UC4.2, which both are focused on streaming content (on the downlink). This MLL 
UC proposes a way to efficiently execute the two Use Cases simultaneously in the same 
Operator/Communication Service Provider. It is a collaborative work among NOVA and ICOM, as individual UC 
owners as well as UoP (as 5G facility provider), Nokia (for CDSO support), AppArt (for KPI-VS support) and LMI 
and CTTC (for ZTA support). 

7.5.1 UC description  

Any Communication Service Provider (CSP) can support the execution of multiple services, by assigning one slice 
for each one. In UC5.6 the CSP is the 5G Infrastructure provider, while the services executed are Nova’s content 
streaming service (UC4.1) and ICOM’s CDN service (UC4.2). Therefore, the two UCs are running in independent 
and isolated application slices in the same infrastructure and network slice. Moreover, to optimize resource 
consumption and cost efficiency, the communication provider assigns application slices of limited throughput to 
the UCs via APNs. The throughput assigned is in accordance with the current requirements of each service. 

In addition to the above application slices, the 5G Operator also maintains an unlimited application slice for 
backup purposes. This application slice can provide bandwidth as high as needed by the applications that are 
running on it and is used when any of the UCs needs to switch to a higher-throughput slice. Since the 
maintenance cost of this application slice is high, the Operator provides only one such an application slice, which 
is shared between the running UCs. In other words, whenever UC4.1 and UC4.2 are triggered to switch to higher-
throughput slice, they will do so in this shared, unlimited slice. Thus, it is possible that both Use Cases are 
executed in the same unlimited application slice at the same time. UC5.6 studies if and how these two services 
are affected by being executed in a common slice. 

7.5.2 Value Analysis  

By validating that having both use cases running in the same, unlimited slice does not affect their individual 
performance, we justify the decision of having a single, shared slice used when higher bandwidth consumption 
is anticipated, instead of assigning a new (higher capacity) slice every time a switch is required. In this way, the 
Operator reduces the maintenance cost of high-capacity slices, as it can use the minimum required number of 
unlimited slices.  

The UC5.6 is based on UC4.1 and UC4.2. In this case, the values for the vertical owners (UC4.1 and 4.2) remain 
the same, they benefit from being served with predictable levels of performance and isolation.  

However, the UC5.6 demonstrates the value an operator can extract from operating several slices and use cases 
(customers) in parallel. We assume that the operator has the ambition to lower cost (cost-efficiency) and 
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minimize network resources serving UCs. We assume this include some possibility to source and use resources 
on demand for a back-up slice.  

In UC5.6, two use cases are served by two different slices with performance and isolation levels adapted to their 
requirements. The operator controls a third slice with unlimited capabilities, as the back-up slice, When one of 
the two slices, serving one UC, is experiencing issues with performance or isolation, it is transferred to the third 
slice.  

7.5.3 Technological Challenges 

No mayor challenges were faced during the implementation and testing of UC5.6, as the configuration of 
orchestration and automation components was the same as in individual UCs. The only difference in MLL UC was 
that we needed two real end users, one viewing content from Nova service and one from ICOM CDN service. 
Thus, a new CPE was required to act as a second user, which was configured appropriately.  

7.5.4 Validated KPIs and Experiment Results  

The purpose of the experiments was to verify that having both use cases running in the same, unlimited slice 
does not affect their individual performance. This would justify the decision of having a single, shared slice used 
when higher bandwidth consumption is anticipated, instead of assigning a new (higher capacity) slice every time 
a switch is required. Given that this is a validation test, no specific KPIs are reported. The only metric that was 
monitored during the experiment, was the downlink bandwidth on gNB as well as the CDN application bandwidth 
(Figure 76). By monitoring this, we verified that each application could consume as much bandwidth as required.  

 

During the experiment, we were monitoring the downlink bandwidth on gNB, which is reported in the next figure, 
in a step-by-step view. Please note that in the figures, the spikes correspond to ICOM traffic, while the smooth 
line, around 5 - 10 Mbps, is the NOVA traffic.   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 76: Progress of DL bandwidth in gNB during the experiment. (a) UC4.1 and UC4.2 are running in parallel in 
different slices. (b) UC4.1 traffic increases, but it is confined to 10 Mbps due to the slice limitations. (c) UC4.1 and UC4.2 
have switched to the un 

It should also be noted that the increase of ICOM traffic is not depicted in the Figure 76, because this traffic is 
emulated and does not pass through gNB. But still, the CDN user is switched to another slice, as in UC4.2 the 
monitoring parameter, which triggers the need for an adaptation, is the application bandwidth, not the gNB 
bandwidth. The connection of the UEs at each step is shown in Figure 77. 

 

Figure 77: UEs connections during the experiment 

7.5.5 Lessons Learned  

Generally, it was noticed that UC4.1 and UC4.2 performance is not affected by the concurrent execution on the 
same slice. Another words, application slicing (e.g., via APN) is a simple but effective approach to isolate UCs 
when they share one single network slice.  
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8 Conclusions  

Through WP7, we have learned valuable lessons on preparing for MLL UCs, which are more complex than other 
LLs. First and foremost, MLL executions require a higher level of coordination and cooperation between UC 
partners, on top of the cooperation among the UC partners, 5G facility owners, and CDSO and KPI-VS like in other 
LLs. The coordination includes both technical and logistics efforts, which have been challenging under the Covid-
19 situation. Second, MLL imposes more requirements on the 5G facility, with respect to both capacity (resource) 
and capability (management and orchestration) in order to manage multiple UCs and/or multiple network slices 
concurrently. In practice, not all 5G facilities are prepared for such a challenge.  

A successful deployment of MLL UCs closely depends on the 5G facility. Considering that the ICT-17 projects are 
finished and the 5G platforms (5G-VINNI and 5G-EVE) may not be upgraded with new features and capabilities 
to support MLL, a more pragmatic approach is to simplify the MLL UCs (e.g., focus on UCs based on the many-
to-one mapping) and reduce the pressure on the 5G facility. For the relatively complex MLL UCs, an alternative 
could be to define them as research topics and investigate their performance via research methods, e.g., 
simulation or emulation associated with theoretical modelling and analysis.  

Through the preparation and trial executions of multiple MLL UCs, we gain a great deal of learnings on the 
creation of MLL UCs:  

• When a single UC is subscribed to multiple concurrent network slices (e.g., UC5.1), it is beneficial to take 
advantages of the UC characteristic (such as correlations between the UEs using the multiple slices, 
which reduces the isolation requirement) while designing the resource sharing solutions (e.g, NF 
sharing). This allows MNOs to leverage the resource sharing feature of virtualization to maximize the 
resource utilization and thus speed up the provisioning roadmap for such MLL UCs, given that the 
resource sharing mechanism is mature.  

• When a single UC is subscribed to multiple concurrent network slices but the opportunity of exploring 
resource sharing is low (e.g., UC5.2(A)), then it is difficult to motivate MNOs to invest. One pragmatic 
way of forward is for UC owners to co-create values and innovate resource optimization options together 
with MNOs.  

• When multiple UCs share one single network slice but possess quite different and complementary KPI 
requirements (e.g., UC5.3), it is highly possible that such MLL UCs can be supported with minimal efforts 
from the MNOs to guarantee isolation and KPIs, given that the network architecture is designed properly.  

• When multiple UCs share one single network slice but possess similar KPI requirements, various isolation 
mechanisms can be chosen to isolate these UCs and optimize their KPIs, e.g.,  

o By distributing these UCs into different physical sites (e.g., UC5.2(B)) like RAN sites or edge sites 
since physical separation is a good way to minimize the interference. However, it should be 
noted that the physical isolation may be costly and thus not always feasible.  

o By separating UC traffic flows into different application slices (e.g., UC5.6) via APNs or into 
different QCI flows. This is a virtual isolation, which is cheaper than physical isolation at the cost 
of higher complexity (e.g., configuring the APNs or PCF).  

Overall, due to the high complexity and dynamicity, MLL UCs should be created and evaluated in a continuous 
manner by considering the following factors:  

• The 5G network architecture, functionality, and capabilities: e.g., the support for multiple network slices, 
the deployment and management of multiple RAN and edge sites, the orchestration and automation 
capability, etc.  

• The value for MNOs: e.g., the CAPEX and OPEX of operating multiple network slices and UCs concurrently 
vs. the revenue of serving multiple UCs. 

• The cost for vertical UC owners.  

Since these factors may change overtime, the corresponding MLL UCs should also be adapted accordingly.  
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Last but not least, MLL requires more advanced improvement techniques to guarantee the KPIs of multiple UCs 
concurrently, such as ZTA. However, ZTA for MLL is challenged to not only capture the relationship between 
multiple UCs (behaviour dynamics, interference, etc.), but also resolve the conflicts of local ZTA decisions 
produced by each individual UC. This could be positioned as an interesting research topic for AI/ML and drive 
closer collaboration between the 5G/6G networking and AI/ML.  
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